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The Performance of Group Diffie-Hellman
Paradigms:
A Software Framework and Scalability Analysis
Abstract
A mobile computing environment typically involves groups of small, low-power de-
vices interconnected through a mobile and dynamic network. Attempts to secure
communication over these “ad-hoc” networks must be scalable to conserve the min-
imal resources of mobile devices as network sizes grow. In this project, the scala-
bility of differing Group Diffie-Hellman security key generation implementations is
examined. In theory, the implementation utilizing a data structure with the lowest
theoretical run-time complexity for building the Diffie-Hellman group should prove
the most scalable experimentally. A common modular framework was implemented
to support generic Group Diffie-Hellman key agreement implementations abstracted
from the underlying data structure and traversal mechanism. For comparison, lin-
ear, tree-based, and hypercubic Group Diffie-Hellman topologies were implemented
and tested. Studies were conducted upon the results to compare the experimental
scalability of each implementation to the other implementations as well as the the-
oretic predictions. The results indicate that the benefits of implementations with
low theoretic-complexity are rarely experienced in smaller networks (less than 100
nodes,) and conversely implementations with high theoretic-complexities become un-
suitable in larger networks (more than 100 nodes.) These experimental results match
the theoretical predictions based on the mathematical properties of each implemen-
tation. Since mobile ad-hoc networks are typically small, less efficient, less complex
implementations of Group Diffie-Hellman key agreement will suit most needs, how-
ever larger networks will require more efficient implementations.
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Today small, mobile computing devices such as PDA’s, laptops, tablet PC’s, cellu-
lar phones, etc. are being utilized as much as their larger stationary counterparts.
This has sparked the desire from end-users to experience the same functionality from
these mobile devices without compromised security. Mobile devices are typically bat-
tery powered and designed with energy-efficient hardware (memory, processor, stor-
age, peripherals, etc.) to conserve energy. Network media is typically wireless in
these environments, communicating within a given physical broadcast range. These
networks of devices are generally called “ad-hoc” networks due to their dynamic na-
ture. This is clearly a new environment where scalability is necessary to preserve
energy and compensate for the increased complexity of mobile network topology and
security algorithms. As protocols used for maintaining mobile ad-hoc networks are
mainly broadcast-based, the classical problems of point-to-point network computing
evolve from two-party problems into arbitrary-party problems.
Data security has three main facets: confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity,
typically accomplished through encryption, signatures, and hashing respectively. These
algorithms typically utilize security keys as input, forcing security key generation al-
gorithms to be addressed before the security algorithms themselves can proceed. In
ad-hoc networks, a shared security key is required between all “trusted” devices in the
network to secure broadcast transmissions. In addition, each device in an ad-hoc net-
work is not required to be within the transmission range of every other device in the
network (fore more info, see Obraczka et al. [2001]). In this scenario, security keys
should change whenever the network topology changes, as well as on a regular basis
to force forward and backward security. This high quantity of key agreement itera-
tions combined with minimized computing resources further bolsters the requirement
for scalability of implementation.
One classical solution to shared-key agreement is the Diffie-Hellman algorithm
extended to groups. Diffie-Hellman itself is generically an algorithm between two
parties who desire to establish a security key. The Diffie-Hellman algorithm can be
extended using multiple iterations, where the parameters of each iteration are gov-
erned by an underlying data structure which maps the network onto an organized
topology. The following sub-sections describe the notation used herein, the Diffie-
Hellman algorithm and network topology variants implemented, and finally the ex-




Note: Information in this section is summarized from the contents of Trappe and Washington
[2002, pp63-103]
Groups, Rings, and Fields:
• Groups
– A binary operation on a set S is an operation that maps a pair (a, b) ∈ S × S
to a value a ∈ S.
– A group G is a 2-tuple, (S, ∗) where S is a set and ∗ is a binary operation
upon that set. The group must fulfill three specific properties:
1. The group must be associative over the set S, i.e., a ∗ (b ∗ c) = (a ∗ b) ∗ c
for all a, b, c ∈ S.
2. The group must define an identity element i such that a ∗ i = i ∗ a = a
for all a ∈ S.
3. The group must define an inverse element a−1such that a∗a−1 = a−1∗a =
1 for all a ∈ S
– If a ∗ b = b ∗ a for all a, b ∈ S, a group G is considered a commutative or
abelian group.
– A group is considered finite if |G| is finite. |G| denotes the order of G.
– A group G is denoted a cyclic group if there exists a g ∈ G such that for all
b ∈ G there exists an integer value i where b = gi. Such a value g is denoted
a generator of the group G.
– Every finite group of a prime order is cyclic.
• Rings
– A ring is a 3-tuple (S, +,×) where:
1. S is a set.
2. + and × are binary operations denoted “addition” and “multiplication”
respectively.
3. (S, +) is a commutative group with additive identity 0
4. The operation × is associative over the set S.
5. There exists a multiplicative identity of 1 where 1× a = a× 1 = a for all
a ∈ S.
6. The operation × is distributive over +, i.e. a× (b + c) = (a× b) + (a× c)
for all a, b, c ∈ S.
– A ring is commutative if a× b is commutative over S.
– An element r of a ring R is denoted an invertible element if there exists an
s ∈ R such that r × s = 1, where s is denoted the inverse of r.
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• Fields
– A field is a commutative ring R where all elements {i ∈ R, i 6= 0} are invert-
ible elements.
– F q denotes a finite field of order q, where |F| = q and q is finite.
– The elements {r ∈ F q, r 6= 0} form a group over multiplication denoted F
∗
q ,
the multiplicative group of Fq.
– A generator of the group F∗q is known as a primitive element of Fq.
Exponentiation and the Logarithm
• Exponentiation in R
– Exponentiation defined over the real numbers “R” is a function mapping
elements of R× R to R, denoted:
a = bc, {a, b, c ∈ R}.
– The logarithm function is defined over the real numbers as the inverse function of
exponentiation, denoted:
logb(a) = c, {a, b, c ∈ R},
read “c is the logarithm root b of a.”
• Exponentiation in Z
– Mathematical functions defined over the integers “Z” belong to a class of
functions known as discrete functions. Discrete functions often utilize the
“congruence modulo” relation (or the remainder of integer division) over
equality, a discrete function that maps elements of Z×Z to elements in Z.
– Congruence modulo a prime n generates a finite field of order (n − 1). The
generator g of such a field is denoted a primitve root modulo n.
– Modular exponentiation is the discrete equivalent of exponentiation over
the real numbers, denoted:
a ≡ bc (mod n), {a, b, c, n ∈ Z}
– The discrete logarithm function is defined over the integers as the inverse
function of modular exponentiation, denoted:
LDb(a) ≡ c (mod n), {a, b, c, n ∈ Z}
read “c is congruent to the discrete logarithm root b of a, modulo n”.
– If the modulus n of a discrete logarithm is prime, then there exists at least
one generator g of the cyclic group order (n− 1), and the discrete logarithm
root g is therefore defined for all values {i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ (n− 1)}.
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1.2.2 Two-Party Diffie-Hellman Extended To Groups
• The Two-Party Diffie-Hellman Protocol
In 1976, W. Diffie and M.E. Hellman published “New Directions in Cryptogra-
phy,” introducing their two-party key-agreement protocol. The protocol was intended
to exchange a secret key over an insecure medium, and is based upon the difficulty of
computing the discrete logarithm in a finite field. The exchange protocol proceeds as
follows (from Trappe and Washington [2002, pp210-211] ):
Precondition:
Two Parties, “Alice” and “Bob”, share public values p (a large prime,) and g (a primitive
root modulo p.)
Alice Bob
1.) Alice generates a random private value
xa, and computes the public value:
pkA = g
xa(mod p)
1.) Bob generates a random private value
xb, and computes the public value:
pkB = g
xb(mod p)
2.) Alice sends pkA and receives pkB . 2.) Bob sends pkB and receives pkA.
3.) Alice computes shared key k:
k = pxakB(mod p) = (g
xb)xa(mod p) =
gxaxb(mod p)
3.) Bob computes shared key k:




• The Security of Diffie-Hellman
In the Diffie-Hellman protocol, the shared key k is mathematically the result of
exponentiation modulo p. If the values g, p, pkA, and pkB are public, an attacker would
need to determine the value of xaxb by computing the discrete logarithm root g
modulo p of both pkAand pkB . Knowing only the public values of the protocol, this is
considered mathematically infeasible, provided p is chosen as a “significantly large”
prime and g is truly a primitive root modulo p. Considering the relation of
congruence modulo n maps elements of the natural numbers to a finite field of order
(p− 1), many exponents of g can produce the public keys pkA and pkB , since g is a
generator of the cyclic group of order (p− 1) . If p is sufficiently large, then an
exhaustive search through all the (p− 1) possible exponents of g to determine the set
S of possible values for xa and xb is computationally infeasible. Furthermore, all
values of xa ∈ S and xb ∈ S would need to be exhausted to determine the values of
xaxb.
In an environment where an eavesdropper “Eve” may be intercepting
communication between Alice and Bob, Diffie-Hellman key agreement is vulnerable
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to a “man-in-the-middle” attack. In this attack, Eve intercepts pkAfrom Alice and
sends the public key pkE1 to Bob. Eve then intercepts pkB from Bob and sends pkE2 to
Alice. At this point, Alice and Eve have established key k1and Eve and Bob key k2.
Eve can now intercept messages from Alice, modify and inspect the message
contents, and transmit to Bob. Eve can also intercept messages from Bob and
transmit to Alice maliciously. This attack is possible since no authentication of Alice
or Bob is done during the protocol exchange. Solutions to this form of attack
classically include digital signatures and certificates based upon public/private
key-pairs obtained prior to a run of the Diffie-Hellman protocol. More recently,
modified protocols certify Diffie-Hellman based public-keys before two parties
exchange them.
• Extending Diffie-Hellman
The generic two-party Diffie-Hellman algorithm can be extended to groups as fol-
lows (from Steiner et al. [1996]) :
Precondition:
Two Parties, Alice and Bob, have computed a Diffie-Hellman key ki,j
and a third party wishes to secure group communication
Alice / Bob Charlie
1.) Alice and Bob use the key from the
prior iteration (ki,,j) for the generated
private value xaband computes the public
value:
1.) Charlie generates a random private
value xc and computes the public value:
pkAb = g
xab(mod p) pkc = g
xc(mod p)
2.) Either Alice or Bob (or both) send pkAb.
Both receive pkc.
2.) Charlie sends pkc and receives pkAb .









(mod p) = (gxab)xc(mod p) =
gxabxc(mod p)
Table 2
In general, to extend the Diffie-Hellman algorithm to a third party using the orig-
inal two-party (Alice and Bob) algorithm (call the third party “Charlie”), Alice and
Bob first perform the typical Diffie-Hellman exchange. The key value from a prior
exchange denoted kab is then used by the Alice and Bob as the private contribu-
tion to a second Diffie-Hellman exchange with Charlie. Charlie broadcasts his pub-
lic keypkcand thus both Alice and Bob are able to compute the second-round Diffie-
Hellman key as can charlie after receiving public key pkab. This process can be re-
peated as needed for a naive implementation of Group Diffie-Hellman without involv-
ing an underlying structure. To improve upon things, the nodes can also be abstracted
to have a notion of structure such that key generation is done in an organized and
predetermined fashion to take advantages of what parallelism is available.
11





p} to {k ∈ Z
∗
p} if p and g are constant (Trappe and Washington [2002, pp210-
211]). To extend this notion to groups, the notion of a group itself must be clearly
defined. In cryptography and data networking, groups and networks are typically
synonymous in syntax and semantics, and in formal definition. In this work, a net-
work or group is formally defined as a collection of two or more nodes arranged in a
defined topology with a defined interconnection mechanism between the nodes. The
Diffie-Hellman algorithm may be custom-tailored iteratively or recursively to tra-
verse a given topology in a manner dependent upon the interconnection mechanism.
The following sections illustrate the linear, tree-based, and interconnection mech-
anisms for extending Diffie-Hellman to groups. These three connection mechanisms
were chosen following research of the works Amir et al. [2001] and Amir et al. [2002]because
the communication and computational cost for each is predictable based on the data
structure of the implementation and as such the implementation should approximate
our theoretical predictions. In each algorithm definition, we assume an underlying
vector for the storage of nodes, with each node at a position pi in the storage vector.
That vector and the mathematical definition of the interconnection network are the
sole means by which each topology is interpreted from a data vector into a visual
structure. This interpretation, as opposed to an object-oriented view of a tree, hy-
percube, or array, supports a generic framework implementable in any programming
language supporting arrays and broadcast networking.
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1.2.3 Linear Group Diffie-Hellman
• Topology and Interconnection Mechanism
Consider a group of n nodes arranged in a vector or list at indices 0 through n− 1,
with an interconnection mechanism as follows:
Figure 1
In the case of Linear Group Diffie-Hellman, we define the interconnection network
as two connections for each node at position pi , the “left” connection to the node at
position pi−1 and the “right” connection to the node at pi+1 as shown in Figure 1. There
exists no connection on the left of node p0 nor to the right of node pn−1.
• Topology Maintenance
1. Network Sponsorship
The node at the highest index n − 1 in the storage vector is designated
the network sponsor. The sponsor is responsible for maintaining any alter-
ations that occur to the topology.
2. Addition
Upon addition to the array, nodes are inserted at the nth position in
the storage vector, and network sponsorship and connectivity are updated
accordingly.
3. Removal
Upon removal from the array, a node in position pi is deleted from
the storage vector, the positions of all nodes with index greater than pi are




To merge two arrays a0 and a1, the storage vector representing a1 is
concatenated to the vector representing a0, then network sponsorship and
connectivity are updated accordingly. Partitioning a set of nodes s out of an
array a occurs by performing a removal operation of each element in the set
s on the array a.
• Linear Diffie-Hellman Propagation
Figure 2
In the case of Linear Group Diffie-Hellman, the extending the typical two-party
algorithm to groups amounts to applying the algorithm iteratively across the storage
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vector of nodes from lowest index to highest based on the methods in section(1.2.2).
The notion of Linear GDH was extruded from the CLIQUES protocol of Steiner et al.
[1998]. Shown in Figure 2, initially the nodes at position p0 and p1 perform a two-
party Diffie-Hellman exchange, using privately generated contributions of x0 and x1
to compute the public keys pk0 and pk1 , swapping them to computing key k0,1. Node p1
then uses the computed value of k0,1 as the private contribution x0,1 in an exchange
with node p2. p2 uses privately generated contribution x2to compute public key pk2 and
p1generates a new “combined” public key pk0,1 from x0,1 (which again, is the computed
key k0,1 from the last round). The process is repeated up to node pn−1, i.e. node pi
contributes ki−1,i in a two party exchange with node pi+1 to generate combined public
key pki−1,i (for all i > 0) and node pi+1 uses contribution xi+1 to generate public key
pki+1 until i + 1 = n − 1. When a key exchange occurs between the nodes at indices
n− 2 and n− 1, the node at index n− 1 is aware of the “plain” public keys p0 and pn−1
as well as “combined” public keys pki−1,i for 0 < i < n− 1. The keys are then broadcast
to the remaining nodes pi for 0 < i < n − 1, who must compute all keys ki,i+1for all
i < n − 2 (the rightmost node computes the group key in its first and only exchange).
Mathematically the group key kn−2,n−1is computed as:
k0,1 = (g
x0)x1(mod p) = gx0x1(mod p)
ki,i+1 = (g
ki−1,i)xi+1(mod p) = g(ki−1,i)(xi+1)(mod p)
kn−2,n−1 = (g
kn−3,n−2)xn−1(mod p) = g(kn−3,n−2)(xn−1)(mod p)
...
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1.2.4 Tree-Based Group Diffie-Hellman
• Topology and Interconnection Mechanism
Consider a group of n nodes arranged in a list or array representing the leaves of
a binary tree, with an interconnection network as follows:
Figure 3
Tree-based Group Diffie-Hellman is implemented based upon the work of Kim et al.
[2002]. In the case of TGDH, an interconnection network is defined as three connec-
tions for each node at position pi in the storage vector. The “parent” connection to
a node is at position [(pi − 1)/2], the “left child” connection of a node is at position
[2pi + 1], and the “right child” of a node is at position [2(pi + 1)] in the storage vector.
There exists no parent connection for the root node at position 0 in the storage vector,
and no “offspring” connections to children of leaf nodes, by definition. A binary tree
is considered “complete” if the number of leaf nodes in the tree is an even power of
2, and “incomplete” otherwise. The leftmost shallow node of a tree is the leftmost leaf
node whose depth is less than the total depth of the tree.
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• Topology Maintenance
The Tree-Based Group Diffie-Hellman protocol assumes that the binary
tree is maintained such that all true computing “devices” are at the leaves of
the binary tree. All non-leaf nodes are denoted intermediary nodes, intended
as “place-holders” during key agreement and key computation. In the above
diagrams, nodes with dashed borders are intermediary nodes, filled nodes with
solid borders are actual computing devices.
1. Network Sponsorship
The rightmost leaf-node in the topology is designated the network spon-
sor. The sponsor is responsible for maintaining any alterations that occur
to the topology.
2. Addition
Addition to the tree occurs in a manner dependent on the tree’s com-
pletion. If the tree is complete, then the existing tree is appended as the
left subtree of a new intermediary root node, and the joining node is added
as its right sibling. If the tree is complete, the leftmost-shallow node is
appended as the left child of a new subtree rooted at the leftmost-shallow
position, and the joining node is added as its sibling (see Figure 3.)
3. Removal
It is possible to decrease the depth of the tree and preserve left-to-right
filling upon removal from a tree, dependent on the type (intermediary or
actual) of the sibling of the node considered (pi) for removal.
If the sibling of pi is a leaf node:
If the sibling of the node to be deleted is a leaf node (node p4 in the top-right
illustration of Figure 3) then the sibling of pi is stored in a temporary lo-
cation and the subtree rooted at pi’s “uncle” (parent’s sibling) is “promoted”
to be pi’s parent. The original sibling of pi is then returned from temporary
storage via normal addition to the tree.
If the sibling of pi is an intermediary node:
If the sibling of the node to be deleted is an intermediary node (node p2in the
bottom-left illustration of Figure 3) then the subtree rooted at pi’s sibling is
promoted to be its parent.
1. Merging/Partitioning
Merging two trees t1 and t2 occurs by “pruning” or collecting the leaf nodes
of t2 and performing a single addition for each to t1. Partitioning a set of nodes
from a tree occurs by performing a single removal operations for each node in
the set to be partitioned from the tree.
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• Tree-Based Diffie-Hellman Propagation
Figure 4
In the case of Tree-Based Group Diffie-Hellman, extending the typical two-
party algorithm to groups requires applying the algorithm recursively in a depth-
first, upward propagation through the topology. The general algorithm proceeds by
computing keys for all non-leaf nodes in the topology, using the contributions x0...xn−1
propagated toward the root from the leaves. To initiate the exchange protocol, the
sponsor (rightmost leaf node) broadcasts a message indicating the update request.
The formal algorithm continues as follows:
1. All nodes pi, repeat until the public keys for all nodes between pi and the root
node p0 are known:
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(a) All leaf nodes check the current topology to determine first if the node is
the left or right child of its parent, and secondly if its sibling is a leaf or
intermediary node.
(b) If the node represents a left child:
i. It will initialize a two-party exchange with:
A. Either the sibling directly if the sibling is a leaf
B. Or the node “representing” the sibling (the rightmost leaf node of
the subtree rooted at the sibling) if the sibling is an intermediary.
and then listen for public key broadcasts. Otherwise,
(c) If the node represents a right child:
i. The node will wait until either:
A. Its sibling directly, or
B. The node representing its sibling
initializes an exchange with it. After a two-party key is computed and
public-keys are broadcast, this right sibling then assumes the role (becomes
“representative”) of its parent.
In this algorithm, key generation begins in the leaf nodes and proceeds toward the
root with Diffie-Hellman exchanges taking place between sibling nodes at the same
depth. After an exchange, if a node is a left child of its parent, it simply waits for
the broadcast of the public-key tree. Mathematically, a key between siblings kl,r is
computed as follows for any right child r using private contribution xr and sibling l
who has public key pkl:
kl,r = (g
xr)pkl (mod p) = gkrpkl(mod p)
After the computation of kl,r if the parent of the siblings is not the root, the right
sibling will then promote itself to be the parent, and use the value of kl,r as a private
contribution to compute the “combined” public key pkl,r and the left sibling waits for a
broadcast of all public keys in the tree. If the parent is the root, the right node broad-
casts the tree of all public keys (plain at the leaves and combined for the internal
nodes), at which point all nodes can compute the keys for nodes between themselves
and the root, eventually computing the group key at the root. In the top center il-
lustration of Figure 3, the group key kp0 at node p0 is computed from an exchange
between nodes p1 and p2 as follows:
1. The private contribution of node p1 (denoted kp1) is computed by a Diffie-Hellman
exchange between p3 and p4:
For node p3, the value ofkp1 = (g
x3)pk4 (mod p) = gk3pk4 (mod p)
For node p4, the value of kp1 = (g
x4)pk3 (mod p) = gk4pk3 (mod p)
2. The node p4 promotes itself to be the active node p1, using kp1 as private contri-
bution x1 to generate public key pk1.
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3. An exchange is then performed between p1 and sibling node p2. p2 uses public
key pk2 from its privately generated contribution x2 as follows:
For node p1, the value of kp0 is
kp0 = (g
x1)pk2 (mod p) = gx1pk2 (mod p) = g(x4pk3)pk2 (mod p) = g(x3pk4)pk2 (mod p)
which follows from step 1 and for node p2 the value of kp2 is
kpo = (g
x2)pk1 (mod p) = gx2pk1 (mod p)
Following the progression of steps to see the computation of key kp0, we can see that
the key at the root of the tree is truly a contributory key comprised of contributions
from each node in the tree.
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1.2.5 Hypercubic Group Diffie-Hellman
• Topology and Interconnection Mechanism
Consider a group of n nodes arranged in a list or array representing a hypercube,
with an interconnection network as follows:
Figure 5
Hypercubic Group Diffie-Hellman is based upon the “Octopus Protocol” described
by Becker and Wille [1998]. The notion of the octopus protocol is minimizing the total
number of Diffie-Hellman exchanges in the overall group. The other advantage of
the hypercube is that using our Gray Code mapping the structure fits into an array
perfectly with no wasted space as in the tree-based model, allowing for a minimum
data transfer when the group changes to re-key (McGrew and Sherman [1998]). In
the case of Hypercubic Group Diffie-Hellman, an interconnection network is defined
for each node based upon the degree, or dimension of the hypercube. The degree
of the hypercube is defined as the number of bits required to represent the highest
index(n − 1) of the storage vector holding the nodes of the hypercube. For instance,
if the hypercube contains 8 nodes, {p0...p7}, the hypercube is of degree 3, since 3 bits
are required in binary to encode the decimal index 7. If the hypercube contains 23
nodes, the hypercube is of degree 5 since 5 bits are required to represent the decimal
integer 22 (10110 in binary). Connections to other nodes for any particular node pi
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are determined by “flipping” the the bits representing index i from most significant
bit to least. Flipping bits in this order guarantees that any tenticular nodes perform
their exchange with an inner node first to minimize synchronization issues later. For
example:
If the hypercube is of degree 4 containing up to 15 nodes, the node at in-
dex p0 would represent its index as 0000. Therefore, node p0 would have
connections to nodes with indices at {1000, 0100, 0010, 0001} in binary,
or {p8, p4, p2, p1}. Node p1 would represent its index as 0001 and have
connections with {1001, 0101, 0011, 0000} in binary, or {p9, p5, p3, p0}. If
the degree of the hypercube were 5, node p0 would have connections with
{p16, p8, p4, p2, p1} and node p1 would have connections with {p17, p9, p5, p3, p0},
etc.
A hypercube is considered complete if the number of nodes contained is a even power
of 2. When a hypercube is complete, the interconnection network is as described
above. If the hypercube is incomplete (the number of nodes contained is not an exact
power of 2), those nodes with an index whose most significant bit is set to 1 are con-
sidered tenticular nodes. Tenticular nodes posses only a single connection to the node
whose index bitmask is that of the current node with the most significant bit flipped
to 0. In the diagram above, p8, p9, p10, p11 are tenticular nodes within the incomplete
hypercube of degree 4 and size 12. Note that p8 whose index is 1000 in binary has
only a connection to 0000, or p0, 1001 to 0001, 1010 to 0010, and 1100 to 0100 in this
case. A hypercube node is fully connected within its dimension if the node is either a




The node at the last position n − 1 in the storage vector is designated
the network sponsor. The sponsor is responsible for maintaining any alter-
ations that occur to the topology.
2. Addition
Upon addition to the hypercube, nodes are inserted at a new (n + 1)st
position in the storage vector, then network sponsorship and connectivity
are updated accordingly.
3. Removal
Upon removal from the hypercube, a node in position p is deleted from
the storage vector, the positions of all nodes with index greater than p is




To merge two hypercubes h1 and h2, the storage vector representing
h2 is concatenated to the vector representing h1, then network sponsorship
and connectivity are updated accordingly. Partitioning a set of nodes from a
hypercube occurs by performing a single removal operations for each node
in the set to be partitioned from the hypercube.
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• Hypercubic Diffie-Hellman Propagation
Figure 6
In the case of Hypercubic Group Diffie-Hellman, extending the typical two-
party algorithm to groups requires for each node pi, collapsing the hypercube based
upon the index i from greatest dimension to dimension 1. A hypercube of dimension
1 is formally two nodes with a bi-directional connection between them, where the
typical two-party algorithm is applied. For a node at position pi in the storage vector
of a hypercube of dimension d, the formal algorithm proceeds as follows:
k = d
While k ≥ 1:
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1. Determine the index of node piˆk , the result of flipping the value of bit k in the
binary representation of the index i:
(a) If the node piˆk exists, perform an exchange with the node
(b) If the node piˆk does not exist, do nothing (this only happens when the outer
dimension of the hypercube is incomplete.)
2. k = k − 1
When k = 1, then the sponsor node at array index 0 will broadcast the hypercube
of public keys to all nodes such that any tenticular nodes in an incomplete outer
dimension can generate the group key. In the bottom center illustration of Figure 3,
the nodes p4 and p5 would compute the group key as follows:
1. The highest dimension nodes of the hypercube (in this example p4 and p5) will
exchange with their counterpart nodes found by flipping the most significant bit
of their index. In this example:
p4 has index 4 with binary representation 100 which will exchange with index
000 or node p0to compute key k4,0
k4,0 = (g
x4)pk0 (mod p) = gx4pk0 (mod p)
p3has index 5 with binary representation 101 which will exchange with index
001 or node p1 to compute key k5,1
k5,1 = (g
x5)pk1 (mod p) = gx5pk1 (mod p)
2. The outer dimension nodes p4 and p5 will now “freeze” and wait for the broadcast
of public keys subsequently by nodes p0 and p1 respectively. The inner dimen-
sion nodes will continue on to collapse on the dimensions of the structure, in this
example:
p2 with binary representation 010 will exchange with node p0 with represen-
tation 000 to compute key k2,0. In this exchange p0 will use the value of k4,0
computed in the outer dimension as its private contribution to compute public
key pk4,0 .
k2,0 = (g
x0)pk2 (mod p) = (gk4,0)pk2 (mod p) = g(g
x4pk0 )pk2 (mod p)
p1 with binary representation 001 will exchange with node p3 with binary rep-
resentation 011 to compute k3,1. In this exchange, p1 will use the value of k5,1
computed in the outer dimension as its private contribution to compute public
key pk5,1 .
k3,1 = (g
x1)pk3 (mod p) = (gk5,1)pk3 (mod p) = g(g
x5pk1 )pk3 (mod p)
3. A final exchange is computed along the innermost dimension:
p1with representation 001 will flip its least significant bit to exchange with p0
with binary representation 000 to compute the final key:
k1,0 = (g





p3 with representation 011 will flip its least significant bit to exchange with p2
with binary representation 010 to compute the final key:
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k3,2 = (g





4. Node p0 will send the public keys used in the exchanges with first p2 and secondly
p1 to node p4. At the time of the exchange with node p2, node p0 used the value of
k4,0 to generate public key pk4,0 , so p4 can also generate pk4,0 and compute first k2,0
as node p0 did in step 2 and then repeat step 3 exactly to produce key k0,1. Node
p1 will also send the public keys used in the exchanges with first p3 and secondly
p0 to node p5. At the time of the exchange with node p3, p1 used the value of k5,1
to generate the public key pk5,1 , so p5 can now also generate pk5,1 and compute
first k3,1 as p1 did in step 2 and then repeat step 3 exactly to produce key k0,1.
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1.2.6 Hypothesis
From Lee et al. [2002], heoretical bounds on the running times of each Group Diffie-
Hellman protocol are based upon the number of two-party Diffie-Hellman computa-
tions performed by each node which in turn is based upon group size. Theoretical
bounds on network data transfer for each algorithm are based upon the count and
number of public-key broadcasts needed which is also based upon group size . This
section presents the predicted theoretical results of running time and data transfer
for the three paradigms. In each of the three cases, the data plotted is a represen-
tation of the complexity bound of the algorithm. When complexities are plotted, the
notion of an additive and multiplicative constant are allowed to compensate for envi-
ronmental factors. Therefore, the graphs that follow are meant to illustrate the rate
of change in experimental timing data expected as group size grows, not necessarily
meant to predict the experimental timing data for any given group size.
In general, when plotting a complexity of n for linear Group Diffie Hellman, this
actually implies the general plot of cn + d where c and d are constants, when plot-
ting 2(n− 1) for tree based Group Diffie-Hellman, this implies the general formula of
2c(n − 1) + d where c and d are constants. The same follows for all graphs presented
here for theoretical timing models. Finding such constants c and d for all of the ex-
perimental data such that a model can be mapped to predict running time for large
groups using LGDH, TGDH, and HGDH is quite possible using numerical analysis
methods such as LeGendre polynomials and Taylor Expansion, however such compu-
tation is beyond the scope of this work. The goal is to make a comparative analysis
between the three protocols to examine if experimental data follows the theoretical
trends mentioned in these hypotheses, and to make a conjecture about any deviation
found in the experimental data.
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1.2.6.1 Linear Group Diffie-Hellman (LGDH) During an instance of the LGDH
protocol, each of the n nodes in the storage array could perform at most 2 exchanges,
one with their left partner, and one with their right. The node at position p0 has no left
partner and the node at pn−1 has no right partner, so the worst-case scenario occurs
for the node at position 0, who must perform n two-party computations.
Network data transfer consists of each node broadcasting at most 2 public keys,
the public key used in the exchange with their right partner, and the public key used
in the exchange with their left partner. The node at position p0 has no left partner and
the node at pn−1 has no right partner, so the total number of public keys broadcast to
determine the key for a group of size n is 2(n − 1) + c where c is a constant. LGDH
is an algorithm where at most two nodes at any given time are “active,” or currently
performing a two-party exchange.
Figure 7
The Theoretical Running Time of LGDH
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Theoretical Data Transfer Quantities for LGDH
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1.2.6.2 Tree-Based Group Diffie-Hellman (TGDH) During an instance of the
TGDH protocol, the number of exchanges is proportional to the number of exchanges
per node multiplied by the node count. The number of exchanges per node is propor-
tional to the height of the tree at hand. The height of the tree at hand is proportional
to the mathematical ceiling of the logarithm base 2 of the number of leaves in the
tree. For instance, a tree containing 7 nodes has a height of 3, therefore, each node
could perform at most three exchanges before computing the root key. Since there are
7 nodes, a total of 21 exchanges are performed in total. In general, for a tree of size n,
there are ceiling(log2(n)) exchanges performed per node.
Network data transfer consists of two public-key broadcasts for all two-party ex-
changes. The number of two-party exchanges in total is equal to n ∗ ceiling(log2(n)),
and the number of key-broadcasts is therefore 2n ∗ ceiling(log2(n)). TGDH is an algo-
rithm that is moderately parallelized; initially all leaf nodes are actively performing
two-party exchanges at the same time, then leaves who are left children cease and
those who are right children continue to compute, etc.
Figure 8
The Theoretical Running Time of TGDH
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Theoretical Data Transfer Quantities for TGDH
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1.2.6.3 Hypercubic Group Diffie-Hellman (HGDH) During an instance of the
HGDH protocol, the number of exchanges is proportional to the number of exchanges
per node. The number of exchanges per node is proportional to the dimension of the
hypercube at hand. The dimension of the hypercube is proportional to the mathe-
matical ceiling of the logarithm base 2 of the number of nodes. For instance, a cube
containing 7 nodes is of dimension 3, therefore, each node could perform at most
three exchanges before computing the root key. Since there are 7 nodes, a total
of 21 exchanges are performed in total. In general, for a cube of size n, there are
ceiling(log2(n)) exchanges performed per node.
Network data transfer consists of two public-key broadcasts for each two-party ex-
change performed. Therefore, the number of public keys broadcast is n∗ceiling(log2(n)).
HGDH is a fully parallelized algorithm, i.e., no node is inactive at any point during a
key computation.
Figure 9
The Theoretical Running Time of HGDH
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Theoretical Data Transfer Quantities for HGDH
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4. Discussion of Hypothesis
Of the three group Diffie-Hellman algorithms presented, two algorithms (TGDH,
HGDH) have logarithmic running times, and LGDH has a linear running-time. TGDH
and HGDH are also parallelized algorithms, where as LGDH exhibits no parallelism
whatsoever. Considering data-transfer quantities needed to generate a group key,
all have quantities that are linearly proportional to the group size. Of these, LGDH
experiences the fewest broadcast messages, HGDH the second least, and TGDH the
greatest. Given these data, it is reasonable to assume that LGDH will perform the
worst in large groups, HGDH the best, and TGDH somewhere in between. Envi-
ronmental influences that will greatly effect key generation time are both network
latency and the average processing ability of the devices at hand. In general, we can
expect the theoretical results to be somewhat related to the number of Diffie-Hellman
computations and network broadcasts in any given key exchange topology for a group
of size n based on the works by Amir et al. [2003], Becker and Wille [1998], Amir et al.
[2001], and Amir et al. [2002].
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2 Methods
2.1 Software Design Model
2.1.1 Internal I/O Handling
To properly simulate a broadcast ad-hoc network environment within a wired net-
work, network packets are addressed to the network’s broadcast address. Typically,
the broadcast address for a network is the network portion of the network IP address
group masked with the network’s subnet mask (combine the IP and subnet mask with
the logical AND operation). Sending packets to this address allows for each node to
send exactly one packet which is theoretically received by all other hosts listening to
the broadcast address. Due to our broadcast addressing schema, UDP transport is
used over TCP transport, introducing packet-loss and forcing the robustness of the
underlying design. Efforts have been made by Adamson et al. [2000]to create reliable
multicast in this same fashion.
Introduced in the Java programming language version 1.4 was the notion of the
standard “select()” system call to perform I/O multiplexing, along with non-blocking
I/O. Typically, this technique is used to reduce CPU overhead by polling the native
network hardware to determine if there is any I/O to perform. If so, data is read to be
processed, a response is generated and sent, finally the CPU will return back to the
“select()” system call. If no I/O is ready, the CPU will either sit idle, or do some other
work that is lying around. This is accomplished by a multithreaded, event-driven
“reactor” pattern often used with large-scale and high-demand network programs.
One main thread will hand each event-request off to a child thread, who will then
do some work and die-off. Since the tasks performed by the child-threads are often
long-lived, the benefits of multithreading outweigh the overhead of thread-creation
and startup and is beneficial overall.
Network messages are split into three categories of handlers: topology control,
key agreement, and user-space handlers. Each category is dependent on all others, so
there is heavy state-synchronization that occurs between threads handling requests.
The category of any particular message is encoded in the first byte of the message.
The general design pattern is noted in the figure below.
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2.1.2 Topology Maintenance Abstraction
In order to standardize the topology management handler of the system, the op-
erations on the topology were generalized into four distinct operations: join, leave,
merge, and partition. The bulk operations of merge and partition are often expressed
as multiple applications of join and leave. Depending on the topology however, the
bulk operations can occasionally be accomplished by a single operation. Regardless of
implementation, all Diffie-Hellman based key agreement strategies should be able to
support these three operations, under the following preconditions and postconditions:
Join:
Precondition: One or more nodes exist in a group to join.
Postcondition: The joining node is added to the topology representative of the key
agreement strategy at hand. The topology is distributed to all members, and the
key-agreement layer is notified to update the key collaboratively, ensuring forward
security.
Leave:
Precondition: One or more nodes desires to leave an existing group.
Postcondition: The leaving node is removed from the topology representative of the
key agreement strategy at hand. The topology is distributed to all members, and the
key-agreement layer is notified to update the key collaboratively, ensuring backward-
security.
Merge:
Precondition: Two or more groups of nodes exist that wish to merge.
Postcondition: Themerging groups are combined into one larger group. Themerged
topology is distributed to all members of both groups, and the key-agreement layer is
notified to update the key collaboratively, ensuring forward-security.
Partition:
Precondition: A group of nodes wishes to leave the group at once.
Postcondition: The leaving group is removed from the topology representative of
the key agreement strategy at hand. The topology is distributed to all members,
and the key-agreement layer is notified to update the key collaboratively, ensuring
backward-security.
Another assumption of this model is that any topology can be represented and
stored as an array or list. The tree for TGDH is no more than clever iteration through
a list, and the hypercube for HGDH is little more than a clever way to index the
vertices of a cube (as a Gray Code mapping vertices onto an array named after Frank
Gray). Implementing these structures with an array or list backing the underlying
storage allows for polymorphism in the choice of structure, as any structure that can
be mapped to a list will work in this setting.
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2.1.3 Linear Group Diffie-Hellman Optimizations
Each exchange in the two-party GDH algorithm requires two broadcast messages,
one sent by a distinct party denoted A and received by another distinct party denoted
B, and a second message sent by party B and received by party A, In the LGDH proto-
col, the manner in which this bi-directional communication occurs is not specified. In
this implementation key propagation occurs from left-to-right exclusively beginning
with nodes p0 and p1 and repeating until nodes pn−1 and nodes pn−2 compute the final
key. When the key reaches node pn−1 then all public keys used in the key computation
have been collected and the node at positionn− 1 sends a broadcast message with the
public keys.
At this point the subkey ki+1,i+2 for all nodes ki is computed with the public keys
from the broadcast message and this process is repeated for ki+2,i+3 all the way to
kn−2,n−1. Forcing a directional key propagation eliminates half of the synchronous
communication (backward propagation) that occurs within the LGDH protocol, im-
proving performance within small groups dramatically. Also, the structure is a com-
plete structure with no wasted space (every array element represents one actual de-
vice in the topology) and is therefore space-efficient. Finally, the protocol is a fully
event-driven protocol, meaning is is a “push” protocol and no node needs to poll any
other to determine if that node is ready to perform an exchange. When a leftmost
node initiates an exchange with its right neighbor, that neighbor is guaranteed to
be awaiting the request and should act immediately if that node is still alive. This
means synchronization latency from parallelism is 0.
2.1.4 Tree-Based Group Diffie-Hellman
To represent the binary tree as an array, the simple rule is that the children of
parent i are at index 2i + 1 and 2(i + 1) for the left and right child respectively. A
depth-first search technique is used to find and traverse nodes in the tree, since leaf-
nodes are guaranteed to be mostly at the end of the tree’s storage array. Backward
propagation is again reduced by each right-child collecting the “blind-key” subtree of
their left sibling, and sending it to their parent’s right sibling if the parent is not the
root. If the parent is the root, the rightmost child broadcasts the “blind-key” tree, and
all nodes compute the shared key using the blind-keys on the path from themselves
to the root. Since the structure is partially-parallelized , there exists a substantial
amount of opportunity for synchronization latency, since right nodes that promote to
their parents must poll their right sibling to ensure the tree is synchronized. Other-
wise, the right sibling may not have computed the key from its leaves to its current
index, and both the left and right subtrees would determine different shared keys.
The protocol is also not space-efficient, since there could be as many as 2(n−1) nodes in
a tree with n leaves, each having an m-bit shared key associated with it. Neither the
LGDH or HGDH protocols are this theoretically inefficient.
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2.1.5 Hypercubic Group Diffie-Hellman
The hypercubic structure is a method often used to manage work-sharing and
distribution among a set of processors. Since the formation of a contributory key is
not much more than this, it is reasonable to apply the hypercubic notion to solve the
Diffie-Hellman shared-key problem. If the nodes of a hypercube are arranged using
a Gray Code mapping, then the cube maps perfectly onto an array structure. A Gray
Code is a binary position mapping where no two successive elements differ in only
one digit. Translated to our hypercube, in our notation two adjacent nodes in the
hypercube differ in only one dimension (one bit of their underlying positional index in
the storage vector). Furthermore, each node flipping the bits of their index from MSB
to LSB maps the traversal of the structure in linear time.
The traversal of the hypercube structure c an be fully parallelized, such that dur-
ing any given computation in the process at most half of the nodes could be waiting
and fully-blocked for their current exchange partners to synchronize. In practice,
HGDH could work well except for synchronization issues hampering the fully paral-
lel nature of the hypercube. In practice one node could finish an exchange and move
on to initiate with the partner in the next dimension and that partner has not finished
exchanging from the previous dimension. This introduces a small amount of latency
for each parallel key exchange needed to recompute the group key.
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2.2 Result Testbed
2.2.1 Testbed Hardware Platform
The computing platform used for the testbed included 137 Sun SPARC-II machines
running between 440 and 650 MHz, containing between 256 and 512 MB. of memory.
The nodes are interconnected via a 100Mbps, fully-switched Ethernet which spans
one subnet. The testbed is a public-domain computing platform, so results were taken
over a 1 week period to get an average-load sample. The devices were assumed to
be fault-tolerant, thus no checks are performed to ensure that the device has not
experienced an error or has left the topology maliciously. Such data sets (when they
did occur) were discarded. Each node shared a common-filesystem via NFS, therefore
each node used a specific output file mutually-exclusive of all other nodes and stored
on each machine’s local filesystem to avoid synchronization and file-locking issues.
When the test-runs are complete, the output files are placed into the NFS directory
tree.
2.2.2 Result Collection
The results collected are in the form of transcripts for each node during each test
run. The transcripts are a log of the changes in group size, and the time needed to
compute the group key after the change. Each node went through different stages
of joining and merging until all available nodes were joined a group and computed
the group key, making each transcript a distinct data set. The transcripts were then
merged into one final result set by averaging the group size and time pairs to deter-
mine average cost per node. The testbed was then repeated 100 times over the course
of 1 week, and the final result sets of each test-run were averaged. This double-
averaging technique was done to eliminate erroneous data points automatically by
increasing the degree-of-freedom present for all data sets.
2.2.3 Result Normalization
Finally, the results were normalized via Taylor expansion about the final averaged
data sets. A Taylor expansion is a tool of numerical analysis used to approximate the
formula of a curve matching an arbitrary data set. The LeGendre polynomial could
also have been used to determine the best representation of the data. Expansions
were taken for degrees two up to eight, and the best fit expansion is chosen by visual
inspection. The regression and expansion capabilities of the open-source graphing































4.1 Variations Between Theory and Practice
When the theoretical performance of software is considered, there are many physi-
cal and environmental circumstances that are ignored in theory but in practice cause
the performance of the solution to be less than optimal. In this particular case, the
largest hindrance that can be considered a static quantity for each node that partici-
pated in the tests is the NFS overhead. As mentioned earlier, the use of machine-local
files was incorporated to prevent this latency and the files were moved to NFS after
the timing-studies were taken.
When the results are analyzed, it is apparent that LGDH performed remarkably
better than expected, and HGDH performed remarkable worse than expected. The
theoretical bounds on HGDH are computationally the best, however of the parallel al-
gorithms, it performed worst. LGDH has a very poor theoretic computational bound,
but performs far better than its parallel counterparts up to 75 nodes. Since each
algorithm is optimized for its topology and traversal, a common I/O framework was
utilized for these purposes, and the results normalized over many iterations taken
during a 1 week span, these results can be considered a fair sample.
4.2 Causes of Variation
The real difference between the paradigms that causes the most latency is surely
the synchronization overhead of parallelism. The non-parallel paradigm (LGDH) out-
performed the parallel paradigms regardless of their ability to eliminate backward
propagation up to a reasonable size closed-network. Of the parallel paradigms, the
one that was “less parallel” (TGDH) outperformed the fully parallelized algorithm
(HGDH), even though TGDH uses a far larger memory footprint and computation per
node. Since there were no other measurable quantities of HGDH that could cause it to
perform more poorly than TGDH, the conclusion left is parallel latency. This latency
can also be used to explain the high-value at which the parallel algorithm benefits the
situation, since at that point the computational complexity of LGDH has rendered it
unusable in practice.
As mentioned, the memory footprint of TGDH and the “intermediary” nodes it
utilizes may become prohibitive for huge ad-hoc networks, at which time HGDH is
a feasible option. Regardless, LGDH is meant for ad-hoc networks of 100 devices or
less, at which point a new solution is needed.
4.3 Improvements / Future Work
4.3.1 Key Sequencing
Currently, user-space messages are sent at a “best-effort” basis. Therefore, they
may be encrypted with a security that, by the time the encryption is complete, is old
and void. There are two distinct solutions, the first being to attach a key sequence
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number to each key, and therefore each encrypted message, telling the nodes which
key was used to encrypt each message. Security is not harmed since the sequence
numbers and keys are completely unrelated, and having the sequence number would
do nothing for an attacker. The second (and naive) solution would be to try all old
prior keys and perform syntactic and semantic-analysis on the result, choosing the
best match.
4.3.2 Failure Detection
As mentioned, this protocol (in its current state) does no form of failure detection.
That is, if a node were to leave unexpectedly or maliciously, the protocol could break.
It is designed to deal with lost packets, but identified nodes are expected to remain
healthy for the duration of the tests. The solution here is some form of heartbeat
mechanism that occurs in the same manner the protocol is traversed. When a node
finds an exchange-partner non-existent, broadcast this fact to all other nodes, each
check for their respective partner, and notify the “sponsor” accordingly, choosing a
new sponsor if necessary. At least this way, the solution to the heartbeat scheme
is guaranteed to follow the general complexity bound of the topology traversal and
key-agreement paradigm.
4.3.3 Final End-User Interface
In essence, this software product is intended to mimic most of the functional-
ity available in Java sockets proper, but with no user-accessible form of addressing.
The user-space queuing is largely prototyped, but somewhat unimplemented. The
queues and locking scheme needs to be synchronized for threading and son-of-data
message encapsulation done to transform client-space messages into network-ready
form. Also, any key-sequencing needs to be brought into the prototype. Other Diffie-
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































public class tgdhTopology implements Topology{
/**




A string-representation of the tree, for the printSideways method.
DO NOT USE!!!
*/
private String TREE_STR = "";
public Topology newInstance(){
tgdhTopology t = new tgdhTopology();
t.NODES = new Vector();
return t;
}
public Topology newInstance(Vector v){




public Topology newInstance(byte[] bytes){
java.nio.ByteBuffer in = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(bytes.length);
in.put(bytes);
in.position(0);
Vector v = new Vector();
while(in.position() < in.limit()){
byte nul = in.get();
if(nul != (byte)-1){
// Construct the node as it was destructed to accomodate
// The space saving hack....
Node n;
if(in.get() == (byte)-1){
n = new Node();
n.id(-1);
int len = in.getInt();
byte[] pk = new byte[len];
in.get(pk);




n = new Node();
long id = in.getLong();
n.id(id);
int len = in.getInt();
byte[] pk = new byte[len];
in.get(pk);












public boolean add(Node o){
boolean retval = false;
synchronized(NODES){
o.intermediary(false);
// Prepare a new intermediary node, it is most likely needed...
Node inter = new Node();
inter.intermediary(true);
int lowest = lowest(0);
// If the tree array was full, we need to insert at the next available
// array slot...
if(lowest == Integer.MAX_VALUE)lowest = NODES.size();




// Else, determine if the depth of the tree is to be increased,
// if so, insert at the root...we know this when the tree is fully
// balanced, or the following equation holds...
else if(// The index must be one the edge
lowest == ((int)Math.pow(2, depth(lowest)))-1 &&
//and greater than the current size
lowest > NODES.size()-1
){
Vector temp = new Vector();
temp.add(0, inter);




// If the depth is not to be increased, but we need to add another leaf,
// then we need to promote and rearrange
else{
// Create a new temporary tree...
Vector temp = (Vector)NODES.clone();
// If the point of insertion’s parent is even indexed,
// Simply make this node a right-sibling of it and replace
// it’s former location with an intermediate
if(parentOf(lowest)%2 == 0){





// Otherwise we have to move the first "outermost" subtree
// to a new intermediary nodes left child, and




// This is the point to insert at, see method trimPoint();
int tp = trimPoint(lowest);
int untrim = leftChildOf(tp);
int insertPoint = rightChildOf(tp);
killSubtree(temp, tp);
addNode(inter, temp, tp);




if(lowest < NODES.size() -1 && NODES.elementAt(lowest) == null){
// Replace parent with new intermediary and make parent sibling of added node
Node n = new Node();
n.intermediary(true);













Adds the specified node to the specified index in the specified vector.
Room is made in the Vector if it is not big enough to hold the added
element.
@param o The object to add to this tree.
@param v The vector holding the tree.
@param index The index in the vector of the node to add to the tree.
*/





Appends a subtree of the source tree to the destination tree at the given indices
by calling itself recursively.
@param src A vector containing the source subtree.
@param dest A vector containing the destination subtree.
@param srcIndex The index in the source vector of the root of the subtree to add.
@param destIndex The index in the destination where the root of the added subtree
should be appended.
*/




addSubtree(src, dest, leftChildOf(srcIndex), leftChildOf(destIndex));






public boolean merge(Topology t){
Vector v = t.getVector();
boolean retval = false;
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synchronized(NODES){
Vector temp = new Vector();
temp = collect(v, temp, 0);







public Vector mergeKeyTrees(Vector left, Vector right, Vector dest){
dest.setSize(1);
dest.set(0, new Node());
addSubtree(left, dest, 0, 1);
addSubtree(right, dest, 0, 2);
return dest;
}
public boolean remove(Node n){
boolean retval = false;
return retval;
}
public boolean partition(Vector v){





int length = 0;
java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(EnvironmentVariables.getMTU());
for(int i = 0; i < NODES.size(); i++){
























int count = 0;
if(NODES != null){
for(int i = 0; i < NODES.size(); i++){
Node n = ((Node)NODES.elementAt(i));









Vector nodes = new Vector();
Vector retval = new Vector();
if(NODES != null && NODES.size() > 0){
collect(NODES, nodes, 0);
for(int i = 0; i < nodes.size(); i++){








Returns a copy of this tree as a human-readable String.
@return A copy of this tree as a human-readable String.
*/
public String toString(){
String retval = "";
retval += "Array View:\n-----------\n|";
for(int i = 0; i < NODES.size(); i++){
Object o = NODES.elementAt(i);
String id = ((o==null) ? "X" : ((Node)o).intermediary() ? " I " : ((Node)o).toString());
retval += (id+"|");
}






public Long sponsorID(Vector v){
return getSponsorID(v, 0);
}
public Long getSponsorID(Vector v, int index){
int rightChild = rightChildOf(index);
int leftChild = leftChildOf(index);
if(rightChild < v.size() && v.elementAt(rightChild) != null){
return getSponsorID(v, rightChild);
}







private Vector collect(Vector src, Vector dest, int index){
// Vector src = t.getVector();
if(index > src.size()-1)return dest;
if(src.elementAt(index) instanceof Node){





dest = collect(src, dest, leftChildOf(index));
dest = collect(src, dest, rightChildOf(index));
return dest;
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}public Vector getSubtree(Vector dest, int index){
if(index >= NODES.size())return dest;
Node n = (Node)NODES.elementAt(index);
dest.add(n);
dest = getSubtree(dest, leftChildOf(index));




Prints the tree in human-readable ascii format.
@return A String representing a human-readable ascii-version of the current tree.
*/
private String printTree(){
String retval = "";
retval += ("\n\nTree:\n-----\n");








A recursive method to print the tree rotated 90* counter-clockwise. One more pass
through flip() and the tree is human-readable. These two passes are proven through
graphics theory to be the minimal number of passes needed to accomplish this task.
@param node The node in the tree to begin with during traversal.
@param space The space to use around a particular level’s elements.
@param inc The increment total of spaces to be added around a depth level’s elements per
iteration.
*/
private void printSideways(int node, int inc, int space){
if(node < 0 || node >= NODES.size() || NODES.elementAt(node) == null){return;}
printSideways(rightChildOf(node), inc, space+inc);
for(int i= 0; i < space; i++)
TREE_STR += "_";
Node n = (Node)NODES.elementAt(node);
if(n.intermediary())TREE_STR += "__/X\\__\n";
else{
String s = n.toString();







Converts it’s argument to a String[], of whom all entries
are padded with whitespace to the same length. (I.E., make
Java version of a a C-Style char[][] (character matrix) that
is regular.
@param tree A tree-representation from the print-tree method.
*/
private String[] arrayize(String tree){
StringTokenizer toker = new StringTokenizer(tree, "\n", false);
String [] out = new String[toker.countTokens()];
int count = 0;
int maxLength = -1;
while(toker.hasMoreTokens()){
String s = toker.nextToken();
if(s.length() > maxLength)maxLength = s.length();
out[count++] = s;
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}// Pad to the max length
for(int i = 0; i < out.length; i++){









Flips it’s argument 90* clockwise. The argument must be an array’ized tree
representation from arrayize() and printTree respectively, or the output
will be goook.
@param tree A String[] from the arrayize method.
*/
private String flip(String[] tree){
String retval = "";
if(tree.length == 0)throw new IllegalArgumentException("Tree size must be greater than zero!");
for(int i = 0; i < tree[0].length(); i+=7){
for(int j = tree.length-1; j >=0; j--){








Returns a "graphically filtered" (ASCII) version of the tree (more readable).
@return A "graphically filtered" (ASCII) version of the tree (more readable).
*/
private String filter(){
String retval = "";
String[] a = this.arrayize(this.flip(this.arrayize(this.printTree())));
for(int i = 0; i < a.length-1; i++){
String current = a[i];
boolean underscore = false;
for(int j = 0; j < current.length(); j+=7){
String chunk = current.substring(j, j+7);
String underchunk = a[i+1].substring(j, j+7);
// The following cases exhaust all possibilities of input passed to us






else if(chunk.equals("_______") && !underscore && underchunk.equals("_______")){
retval += " ";
}











else if (chunk.equals(" ")){
retval += " ";
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}
else if ( java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("[0-9]+", chunk) ){
retval += chunk;
}













Returns the point at which a current computation involving promotion and rearrangemet
to an odd-index valued node should trim the subtree to rearrange.
@return The point at which a current computation involving promotion and rearrangemet
to an odd-index valued node should trim the subtree to rearrange.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
private int trimPoint(int index){
int retval = index;
// Ahh a beautiful mathematical property fulfilled again....
// Keep iterating through "lineage" (parent() method) until
// the index of that parent satisfies the following equation,
// representative of the fact that we at a node in the "rightmost"
// branch from the root.






Returns the current depth of the tree.






Breadth-first leftmost search for this tree to determine optimal insertion point.
*/
private int lowest(int index){
if(index >= NODES.size())return Integer.MAX_VALUE;
else if(NODES.elementAt(index) == null)return index;
else{
int left = lowest(leftChildOf(index));
int right = lowest(rightChildOf(index));




Returns the current depth of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@return The current depth of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
private int depth(int index){return (int)(Math.ceil((Math.log(index+2)/Math.log(2))-1));}
/**
"Kills," or nullifies elements in the tree contained in the specified vector
beginning at the specified index recursively.
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@param src The source vector holding the tree.
@param index The index in the vector of the root of the subtree to nullify.
*/
private void killSubtree(Vector src, int index){








Returns the left child index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@return The left child index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
public int leftChildOf(int index){return (2*index)+1;}
/**
Returns the right child index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@return The right child index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
public int rightChildOf(int index){return 2*(index+1);}
/**
Returns the parent index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@return The parent index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
public int parentOf(int index){
if(index <= 0)return -1;
return (index-1)/2;
}
public int indexOf(Long id){
for(int i = NODES.size()-1; i >=0; i--){
Node n = (Node)NODES.elementAt(i);
if(n != null){












public class lgdhTopology implements Topology{
private Vector NODES;
public Topology newInstance(){
lgdhTopology topo = new lgdhTopology();
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topo.NODES = new Vector();
return topo;
}
public Topology newInstance(Vector v){




public Topology newInstance(byte[] nodes){
lgdhTopology topo = new lgdhTopology();
topo.NODES = new Vector();
int count = 0;
java.nio.ByteBuffer bb = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(nodes.length);
bb.put(nodes);
bb.position(0);
while (bb.position() < bb.limit()){
int len = (int)bb.get();
byte[] node = new byte[len];
bb.get(node);
















public boolean remove(Node n){
boolean retval = false;
return retval;
}
public boolean partition(Vector v){





java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(EnvironmentVariables.getMTU());
int count = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < NODES.size(); i++){























Vector retval = new Vector();
synchronized(NODES){
for(int i = 0; i < NODES.size(); i++){







String retval = "";
synchronized(NODES){
int a = NODES.size();
if(a == 0){
retval = "Empty Set";
}
else{
for(int i = 0; i < a; i++){













public Long sponsorID(Vector v){
return new Long(((Node)(v.elementAt((v.size()-1)))).id());
}
public int indexOf(Long id){
int index = -1;
for(int i = 0; i < NODES.size(); i++){












public class hgdhTopology implements Topology{
private Vector CUBE;
public Topology newInstance(){
hgdhTopology h = new hgdhTopology();
h.CUBE = new Vector();
return h;
}
public Topology newInstance(Vector v){




public Topology newInstance(byte[] nodes){
hgdhTopology h = new hgdhTopology();
h.CUBE = new Vector();
int count = 0;
java.nio.ByteBuffer bb = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(nodes.length);
bb.put(nodes);
bb.position(0);
while (bb.position() < bb.limit()){
int len = (char)bb.getChar();
byte[] node = new byte[len];
bb.get(node);

















public boolean remove(Node n){
boolean retval = false;
return retval;
}
public boolean partition(Vector v){





// A node must be far less than 64 bytes
java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(40*CUBE.size());
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int count = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < CUBE.size(); i++){




















Vector retval = new Vector();
synchronized(CUBE){
for(int i = 0; i < CUBE.size(); i++){







String retval = "";
synchronized(CUBE){
int a = CUBE.size();
if(a == 0){




for(int i = 0; i < a; i++){
String id = new Long(((Node)CUBE.elementAt(i)).id()).toString();







private String pad(String s){
String retval = new String(s);
int maxlen = new java.math.BigInteger(Integer.toString(CUBE.size()-1)).bitLength();
int slen = s.length();
int its = maxlen-slen;









public Long sponsorID(Vector v){
return new Long(((Node)(CUBE.elementAt((CUBE.size()-1)))).id());
}
public int indexOf(Long id){
int index = -1;
for(int i = 0; i < CUBE.size(); i++){














// Each node in the tree generates a public key through a diffie-hellman exchange.
public BigInteger PUBLIC_KEY;
public Node(){













int length = bb.getInt();
byte[] shareval = new byte[length];
bb.get(shareval);
PUBLIC_KEY = new BigInteger(shareval);
}
public byte[] getBytes(){
java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(sizeInBytes());









byte[] a = PUBLIC_KEY.toByteArray();
out.putInt(a.length);
out.put(a);












return (ID == -1)?true:false;
}




String s = new Long(ID).toString();
return s.substring(((s.length()-7)>=0)?(s.length()-7):0, s.length());
}
// 1 byte intermediate flag
// Possible 8 byte ID
// 16/17 byte public key
public int sizeInBytes(){
int pkl = PUBLIC_KEY.toByteArray().length;








Adds a node to this <code>Topology</code>.
@param n The node to add to this <code>Topology</code>.
@return <code>true</code> - If the operation was a success, OR<br>
<code>false</code> - If the operation failed.
*/
public boolean add(Node n);
/**
Removes a node from this <code>Topology</code>.
@param n The node to add to this <code>Topology</code>.
@return <code>true</code> - If the operation was a success, OR<br>
<code>false</code> - If the operation failed.
*/
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public boolean remove(Node n);
/**
Merges a given <code>Topology</code> into this <code>Topology</code>.
@param t The topology to merge into this <code>Topology</code>.
@return <code>true</code> - If the operation was a success, OR<br>
<code>false</code> - If the operation failed.
*/
public boolean merge(Topology t);
/**
Partitions a given <code>Vector</code> of <code>Node</code>s from this <code>Topology</code>.
@param v A <code>Vector</code> of <code>Node</code>s to partition from this <code>Topology</code>.
@return <code>true</code> - If the operation was a success, OR<br>
<code>false</code> - If the operation failed.
*/
public boolean partition(Vector v);
/**
Returns the size (the number of <b>actual</b> devices) currently in this <code>Topology</code>.







public Long sponsorID(Vector v);
public Topology newInstance();
public Topology newInstance(Vector v);
public Topology newInstance(byte[] bytes);





This code is Copyright Kieran S. Hagzan. NO unauthorized duplication without permission.
*/
public class Jumpstarter{
public static void main(String[] args){
boolean local;


















outA = new java.net.InetSocketAddress("localhost", 12333);
}
else{















Finds the debug level on the system.
*/
public static int getDebugLevel(){
String DEBUG = System.getProperty("DEBUG");








Finds the MTU variable on the system
*/
public static int getMTU(){
String MTU = System.getProperty("MTU");
if (MTU != null && java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("[0-9]+", MTU)){
if(getDebugLevel() > 2)








Finds the PORT variable on the system
*/
public static int getPort(){
String PORT = System.getProperty("PORT");











Finds the INTERFACE variable on the system.
*/
public static String getInterface(){
String INTERFACE = System.getProperty("INTERFACE");










Finds the TOPOLOGY variable on the system.
*/
public static String getTopology(){
String TOPOLOGY = System.getProperty("TOPOLOGY");
if (TOPOLOGY != null && !TOPOLOGY.equals("")){
if(getDebugLevel() > 2)








Finds the JUMPSTART variable on the system.
*/
public static boolean getJumpstart(){
String JUMPSTART = System.getProperty("JUMPSTART");








Finds the IPA variable on the system.
*/
public static String getIPAddress(){
String IPA = System.getProperty("IPA");
if (IPA != null && !IPA.equals("")){
// Check which representation we were given...
if (java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("-{0,1}[0-9]+", IPA)){
if(getDebugLevel() > 2)
System.out.println("Using IP address of "+IPA+"....");
return IPA;
}
else if (java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("((([0-9]{1,3})\\.){3})([0-9]{1,3})", IPA)){
if(getDebugLevel() > 2)
















public static Long getBroadcastAddress(){
return new Long(0xffffffff00000000l);
}
public static void main(String [] args){
try{
int ip = addrToInt(InetAddress.getByName("255.254.253.252"));
System.out.println("255.254.253.252 -> "+ip);
int vmid = 12345678;
System.out.println("Using VMID of:"+vmid);














Converts an <code>InetAddress</code> into a 32-bit integer.
@return An integer representation of the given <code>InetAddress</code>.
@param ia The <code>InetAddress</code> to convert.
*/
public static int addrToInt(InetAddress ia){
if (ia == null) return -1;






Converts a 32-bit integer to an <code>InetAddress</code>.
@param ina An integer representation of an <code>InetAddress</code>.
@return The <code>InetAddress</code> representation of the integer.
*/
public static InetAddress intToAddr(int ina) throws IOException{
String s = "";
// Don’t forget the damn sign bit in java, hence the >>>
int part0 = (ina & 0xff000000) >>> 24;
int part1 = (ina & 0x00ff0000) >> 16;
int part2 = (ina & 0x0000ff00) >> 8 ;





public static Long createID(int ip, int vmid){
java.nio.ByteBuffer bb = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(8);
bb.putInt(ip);
bb.putInt(vmid);
byte[] a = new byte[8];
bb.position(0);
bb.get(a);
java.math.BigInteger bi = new java.math.BigInteger(a);
return new Long(bi.longValue());
}
public static int getIP(Long l){
long t = l.longValue();
t = t & 0xffffffff00000000l;
t = t >>> 32;
return (int)t;
}
public static int getVMID(Long l){
long t = l.longValue();










ELEMENTS = new Vector(0);
}
public boolean put(Object o){
synchronized(ELEMENTS){



























ELEMENTS = new Vector(0);
}
public boolean put(Object o){
synchronized(ELEMENTS){






// If there is nothing, wait until there is something...
if (ELEMENTS.size() == 0)return null;
















// The source of the message, the public key to use in THIS exchange, and the key structure to pass on..
public void diffieHellmanStage1(Long source, BigInteger puk, Vector v);
public void diffieHellmanStage2(Long source, BigInteger puk, Vector v);
public void diffieHellmanWait(Long source);















public class hgdhKeyAgreement implements KeyAgreement{
// The keys used for encryption.....
// The group key used for broadcast/multicast/unicast messages
private BigInteger GROUP_KEY;

















public boolean updateKey(GroupManager m, Topology topo, Long id, BigInteger p, BigInteger g){
if(! (topo instanceof hgdhTopology)){














// The maximum dimension is the minimum number of bits required to represent the highest
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// node index, i.e., Vector.size()-1;
MAX_DIM = new BigInteger(new Integer(TOPO.getVector().size()-1).toString()).bitLength();
CURRENT_DIM = MAX_DIM;
MY_INDEX = new BigInteger(new Integer(TOPO.indexOf(ID)).toString());
PARTNER_INDEX = MY_INDEX.flipBit(CURRENT_DIM-1).intValue();
KEY_VECTOR = new Vector();
if(PARTNER_INDEX >= 0 && PARTNER_INDEX < TOPO.getVector().size() && !perfectCube()){
COLLECT_PKS = true;
}











return (new BigInteger(new Integer(TOPO.getVector().size()).toString()).bitCount() == 1);
}
private void initDH(){
if(PARTNER_INDEX >= 0 && PARTNER_INDEX < TOPO.getVector().size()){
try{
CURRENT_EXCHANGE = new DiffieHellmanExchange(P,G,GROUP_KEY);
byte[] apk = CURRENT_EXCHANGE.PK_ALICE.toByteArray();







byte[] outa = new byte[apk.length+8];
out.get(outa);
Node n = ((Node)TOPO.getVector().elementAt(PARTNER_INDEX));
MANAGER.SOCKET.rawWrite(outa, new Long(n.id()));
//System.out.println(MY_INDEX+" sent stage1 to "+PARTNER_INDEX);
























































//System.out.println(MY_INDEX+" REJECTING stage2 from index "+TOPO.indexOf(source)+" with ID:"+source);
}
}
public void diffieHellmanStage1(Long source, BigInteger pk, Vector pks){
if(
TOPO.indexOf(source) != PARTNER_INDEX &&
TOPO.indexOf(source) >= 0
){
// Send a DH_WAIT
//System.out.println(MY_INDEX+" forcing "+TOPO.indexOf(source)+" to wait.\nIn Exchange With:"+PARTNER_INDEX);
ByteBuffer out = ByteBuffer.allocate(2);
out.putChar(ProtocolConstants.DH_WAIT);
out.position(0);











//System.out.println(MY_INDEX+" received stage1 from "+PARTNER_INDEX);









// Send a DH_STAGE_2
try{
byte[] outa = CURRENT_EXCHANGE.PK_BOB.toByteArray();
ByteBuffer out = ByteBuffer.allocate(outa.length+6);












// If it is not a perfect cube, we will die here, since we





























public void diffieHellmanWait(Long source){
if(TOPO.indexOf(source) == PARTNER_INDEX){
try{
//System.out.println(MY_INDEX+" retrying exchange with "+PARTNER_INDEX);
Thread.currentThread().sleep(500);
byte[] outa = CURRENT_EXCHANGE.PK_ALICE.toByteArray();

















public void finishKeyRefresh(Long source, Vector v){
if(TOPO.indexOf(source) == PARTNER_INDEX){
for(int i = 0; i < v.size(); i++){
BigInteger puk = (BigInteger)v.elementAt(i);








BigInteger INITIAL_PARTNER = MY_INDEX.flipBit(MAX_DIM-1);
Long source = new Long(((Node)TOPO.getVector().elementAt(INITIAL_PARTNER.intValue())).id());
// count the bytes...
int count = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < KEY_VECTOR.size(); i++){
BigInteger bi = ((BigInteger)KEY_VECTOR.elementAt(i));
byte[] b = bi.toByteArray();
count += b.length+2;
}




for(int i = 0; i < KEY_VECTOR.size(); i++){
BigInteger bi = ((BigInteger)KEY_VECTOR.elementAt(i));

















Random GENERATOR = new Random();
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// Reset the public values, p, g, and our share...
BigInteger p = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
BigInteger g = new BigInteger(128, GENERATOR);
























public class lgdhKeyAgreement implements KeyAgreement{
// The keys used for encryption.....
// The group key used for broadcast/multicast/unicast message encryption
private BigInteger GROUP_KEY;
// This particular node’s public and private keys
// to be used for authentication
// The personal public-key
private BigInteger PUBLIC_KEY;
// The private key corresponding to the above public key
private BigInteger PRIVATE_KEY;
// This node’s personal contribution to the group key
// and part of the public/private key pair....
private BigInteger CONTRIBUTION;














CONTRIBUTION = new BigInteger(128, 100, new Random());
boolean retval = false;
if(! (topo instanceof lgdhTopology)){













// Determine our index
int index = TOPO.indexOf(ID);


















for(int i = TOPO.indexOf(ID)+1; i < v.size(); i++){
BigInteger puk = (BigInteger)v.elementAt(i);









private void initDHExchange(int partnerIndex, BigInteger privateKey){
try{
Node partner = (Node)(TOPO.getVector().elementAt(partnerIndex));
int myIndex = TOPO.indexOf(ID);
int groupSize = TOPO.getVector().size();
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DiffieHellmanExchange dhe;
dhe = new DiffieHellmanExchange(P, G, privateKey);
if(myIndex == 0 && partnerIndex == 1){
PUBLIC_KEY = dhe.PK_ALICE;
PRIVATE_KEY = dhe.ENCRYPT_KEY;
KEY_VECTOR = new Vector();
KEY_VECTOR.add(PUBLIC_KEY);
}
// Count the bytes...
int count = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < KEY_VECTOR.size(); i++){
BigInteger bi = ((BigInteger)KEY_VECTOR.elementAt(i));
byte[] b = bi.toByteArray();
count += b.length+2;
}
byte[] outa = dhe.PK_ALICE.toByteArray();






for(int i = 0; i < KEY_VECTOR.size(); i++){
BigInteger bi = ((BigInteger)KEY_VECTOR.elementAt(i));











public void diffieHellmanStage1(Long source, BigInteger puk, Vector v){
if(TOPO.indexOf(source) == PARTNER_INDEX){
try{







// If we are the manager, we are done, broadcast the encryption key...
// Count the bytes...
int count = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < KEY_VECTOR.size(); i++){
BigInteger bi = ((BigInteger)KEY_VECTOR.elementAt(i));
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byte[] b = bi.toByteArray();
count += b.length+2;
}




for(int i = 0; i < KEY_VECTOR.size(); i++){
BigInteger bi = ((BigInteger)KEY_VECTOR.elementAt(i));
































Random GENERATOR = new Random();
// Reset the public values, p, g, and our share...
BigInteger p = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
BigInteger g = new BigInteger(128, GENERATOR);



















public class tgdhKeyAgreement implements KeyAgreement{
// The keys used for encryption.....
// The group key used for broadcast/multicast/unicast messages
private BigInteger GROUP_KEY;
// This particular node’s original public and private keys




















CONTRIBUTION = new BigInteger(128, 100, new Random());
GROUP_KEY = CONTRIBUTION;
boolean retval = false;
inExchange = false;
if(! (topo instanceof tgdhTopology)){









// First, we need to see if we are a left child, or a right child...
MY_INDEX = TOPO.indexOf(ID);
boolean leftChild = (MY_INDEX == TOPO.leftChildOf(TOPO.parentOf(MY_INDEX)));
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Vector temp = new Vector();
KEY_VECTOR = new Vector();





















Node partner = (Node)(TOPO.getVector().elementAt(PARTNER_INDEX));
CURRENT_EXCHANGE = new DiffieHellmanExchange(P, G, GROUP_KEY);
// put into this key vector, the public key of the node we represent...
tgdhTopology keys = (tgdhTopology)TOPO.newInstance(KEY_VECTOR);
((Node)keys.getVector().elementAt(KEY_INDEX)).PUBLIC_KEY = CURRENT_EXCHANGE.PK_ALICE;
KEY_VECTOR = keys.getVector();
ByteBuffer out = ByteBuffer.allocate(EnvironmentVariables.getMTU());






for(int i = 0; i < KEY_VECTOR.size(); i++){


















public void diffieHellmanStage1(Long source, BigInteger pk, Vector pks){
if(!inExchange && TOPO.indexOf(source) != PARTNER_INDEX){
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ByteBuffer out = ByteBuffer.allocate(2);
out.putChar(ProtocolConstants.DH_WAIT);
out.position(0);







else if (!inExchange && TOPO.indexOf(source) == PARTNER_INDEX){
inExchange = true;
DiffieHellmanExchange dhe = new DiffieHellmanExchange(P,G,GROUP_KEY, pk);
GROUP_KEY = dhe.ENCRYPT_KEY;
try{
// put into this key vector, the public key of the node we represent...




// It would be nice if merge worked properly!
Vector v = new Vector();
KEY_VECTOR = TOPO.mergeKeyTrees(pks, KEY_VECTOR, v);
// Now, we must check the recursion...
if (TOPO.parentOf(MY_INDEX) == 0){
// Broadcast the PK tree to the others....




for(int i = 0; i < KEY_VECTOR.size(); i++){

















// Assume the role of our parent and proceed on...
MY_INDEX = TOPO.parentOf(MY_INDEX);
boolean leftChild = (MY_INDEX == TOPO.leftChildOf(TOPO.parentOf(MY_INDEX)));
if(leftChild){















public void diffieHellmanStage2(Long source, BigInteger pk, Vector pks){
// Unused
}
public void finishKeyRefresh(Long source, Vector keys){
if(source.equals(TOPO.sponsorID())){
tgdhTopology t = (tgdhTopology)TOPO.newInstance(keys);
try{
while(MY_INDEX != 0){








BigInteger puk = n.PUBLIC_KEY;









Random GENERATOR = new Random();
// Reset the public values, p, g, and our share...
BigInteger p = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
BigInteger g = new BigInteger(128, GENERATOR);





















for(int i = 0; i < KEY_VECTOR.size(); i++){











byte[] outb = new byte[out.position()];
out.position(0);
out.get(outb);














private final BigInteger p;
private final BigInteger g;































// And public key....
PK_ALICE=public_key_alice;
PK_BOB = g.modPow(x,p);








public void setBobsPK(BigInteger pk){
if(PK_BOB == null){
PK_BOB = pk;








else if (EnvironmentVariables.getDebugLevel() > 3){
















File f = new File("./"+args[0]);
if (! f.exists()){




Hashtable frequencies = new Hashtable();
String PREFIX="./"+args[0]+"/";
// For all test runs....
for(int testrun = 0; testrun < 500; testrun++){
String DIRNAME = PREFIX+testrun+"/";
// For all Machines in the run
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for (int machine = 1; machine < 200; machine++){
String FILENAME = DIRNAME+machine+".txt";




new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(new FileInputStream(resultfile)));
String line = br.readLine();
while(line != null){
String[] vals = line.split(" ");
Integer count = new Integer(vals[0]);
Double time = new Double(vals[1]);
if (frequencies.containsKey(count)){
Vector tots = (Vector)frequencies.get(count);
int num = ((Integer)tots.elementAt(0)).intValue();
double running = ((Double)tots.elementAt(1)).doubleValue();



















for(int machines = 1; machines < 200; machines++){
if(frequencies.containsKey(new Integer(machines))){
Vector vals = (Vector)frequencies.get(new Integer(machines));
int count = ((Integer)vals.elementAt(0)).intValue();
double value = ((Double)vals.elementAt(1)).doubleValue();
























private final int DEBUG;
private final Long ID;
private final int PORT;
private final int MTU;
private final Topology TOPOLOGY;
private final KeyAgreement KA;
private final GroupManager MANAGER;
private final DatagramChannel CHANNEL;
private final Selector SELECTOR;

















IOKEY = CHANNEL.register(SELECTOR, SelectionKey.OP_READ);
























// We need at least one thread under here....
// The main thread should be given back to
// user control at this point

































java.util.Set readyKeys = SELECTOR.selectedKeys();
java.util.Iterator it = readyKeys.iterator();
int executed = 0;
while(it.hasNext()){
SelectionKey sk = (SelectionKey)it.next();
if(sk != null){
Object attach = sk.attachment();
if(attach != null && attach instanceof Runnable){
// Execute the reader in THIS thread
// According to the NIO standard,
// SelectionKeys are NOT thread safe.
// It would be nice to have other threads







// If the manager is sitting idly....
if(MANAGER.isIdle()){
Vector message = MANAGER.getIdleMessage();
try{
if(message != null){
Long dest = (Long)message.elementAt(0);
ByteBuffer mess = (ByteBuffer)message.elementAt(1);
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private void configureIO() throws IOException{
// This allows for many instances of this
// class to run on the same machine...
CHANNEL.socket().setReuseAddress(true);
// This allows us to do real broadcast
CHANNEL.socket().setBroadcast(true);
// We do non-blocking I/O here...
CHANNEL.configureBlocking(false);
/* Bind to the broadcast address on the given port */
/* Yeah, we’ve been tricking the user all along */
/*
We will span all the networks that this machine has
interfaces to.....someday (1.5?) however, Sun might make
the Socket.bind() operator take a NetworkInterface











Typical write() methods in the Java standard
------------------------------------------------------
*/
private void sockWrite(ByteBuffer out, InetSocketAddress outAddr) throws IOException{
String a1 = outAddr.getAddress().toString().trim();



















Writes a <code>byte[]</code> to a given destination.
This method blocks until the message has been sent.
@param b The byte array to send.
@param destination The destination of this <code>byte[]</code> as specified by <code>utils.AddressConversion</code>.
*/
public void write(byte[] b, Long destination) throws IOException{









Writes <i>len</i> bytes from the given <code>byte[]</code> to a given destination.
This method blocks until the message has been sent.
@param b The byte array to send.
@param len The number of bytes from the given array to send.
@param destination The destination of this <code>byte[]</code> as specified by <code>utils.AddressConversion</code>.
*/




else if(len > b.length){
throw new BufferOverflowException();
}









Writes <i>len</i> bytes from the given <code>byte[]</code> beginning at the specified <i>offset</i>
to a given destination.
This method blocks until the message has been sent.
@param b The byte array to send.
@param offset The offset in the given array where the copying of bytes should begin.
@param len The number of btres to transfer starting at <i>offset</i>.
@param destination The destination of this <code>byte[]</code> as specified by <code>utils.AddressConversion</code>.
*/




else if(len > b.length){
throw new BufferOverflowException();
}









public void rawWrite(byte[] b, Long destination) throws IOException{
InetAddress inaDEST = AddressConversion.intToAddr(AddressConversion.getIP(destination));
int vmidDEST = AddressConversion.getVMID(destination);
InetSocketAddress outAddr = new InetSocketAddress(inaDEST, PORT);












else if(len > b.length){
throw new BufferOverflowException();
}
InetAddress inaDEST = AddressConversion.intToAddr(AddressConversion.getIP(destination));
int vmidDEST = AddressConversion.getVMID(destination);
InetSocketAddress outAddr = new InetSocketAddress(inaDEST, PORT);












else if(len > b.length){
throw new BufferOverflowException();
}
InetAddress inaDEST = AddressConversion.intToAddr(AddressConversion.getIP(destination));
int vmidDEST = AddressConversion.getVMID(destination);
InetSocketAddress outAddr = new InetSocketAddress(inaDEST, PORT);










Typical read() methods in the Java standard
------------------------------------------------------
*/
// These will be some of the last things implemented...
public Message read(){
Vector v = MANAGER.read();
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Long sender = (Long)v.elementAt(0);
ByteBuffer message = (ByteBuffer)v.elementAt(1);
message.position(0);
byte[] contents = new byte[message.limit()];
message.get(contents);




Returns a vector of type Long containing all of the



























This class property and copyright Kieran S. Hagzan 2003.










The purpose of this class is to identify a network node uniquely,
both by network interface and virtual machine. The node is identified




The first 32 (most significant) bits are the 32-bit IPv4 address
which any node using this class for identification should bind to.




The second 32 (least significant) bits are a uniformly distributed, 32-bit
random value chosen by this <code>Identifier</code>. This is the value
used to represent a particular instance of an identifier, and thus a VM.





















An InetAddress to bind to.
*/
private InetAddress addr;
/** The internal representation of the DEBUG argument */
private static int DEBUG_LEVEL;
/* ----------------------------------------------------- */
/* Constructors */
/* and public methods */
/* ----------------------------------------------------- */
/**
Tests for functionality of the <code>Identifier</code>.
*/






if (DEBUG_LEVEL > 4)
System.out.println("NOARGS");
Identifier id = new Identifier();
if(DEBUG_LEVEL > 4)
System.out.println(id);
if (DEBUG_LEVEL > 4)
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System.out.println("\nINTERFACES");
// There best be loopback...










if (DEBUG_LEVEL > 1)
System.out.println("Bogus Interface Test Passed....");
}
if (DEBUG_LEVEL > 4)
System.out.println("\nIP ADDRESSES");
// Check the loopback




// And a bogus ID






if (DEBUG_LEVEL > 1)
System.out.println("Bogus IP Test Passed...");
}
if (DEBUG_LEVEL > 4)
System.out.println("\nIP’s AND INTERFACES");
// Check the loopback




// And a bogus ID






if (DEBUG_LEVEL > 1)
System.out.println("Bogus Interface/IP Test Passed...");
}
System.out.println("\nAll tests passed. :-)");
}
catch (IOException e){








Gets the system-wide debug level via <code>EnvironmentVariables.getDebugLevel()</code>.
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*/




Attempts to identify this host by determining a valid network
interface and IP address.
An interface is valid if it exists and has a valid IPv4 address.
(IPv6 addresses are not implemented yet.) Non-loopback interfaces
are preferred over loopback interfaces. If more than one interface is
found (the device is multi-homed,) the user is prompted for
the interface to use. If only a loopback interface is
available, this constructor falls back to use it.
*/







Attempts to identify this host using the given interface. If the
interface is not found, the user is informed and the VM will exit.
@param networkInterface The network interface to bind to - typically "eth0", "hme0",
or something like this.
*/







Attempts to identify this host using the given IP address.
If the address is not found bound to an interface on the local system,
the user is informed and the VM will exit.
@param ipa The ip address to bind to, in 32-bit - 2’s compliment integer form.
*/







Attempts to identify this host using the given Inet4Address address.
If the address is not found bound to an interface on the local system,
the user is informed and the VM will exit.
@param ina The 32-bit Inet4Address to bind to.
*/







Attempts to identify this host using the given Inet4Address address
bound on the specified interface.
If the address is not found bound to the given interface on the local system,
the user is informed and the VM will exit.
@param ipa The 32-bit Inet4Address to bind to, in 2’s compliment integer form.
@param networkInterface A string representing the name of the network interface to use.
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*/







Attempts to identify this host using the given Inet4Address address.
If the address is not found bound to an interface on the local system,
the user is informed and the VM will exit.
@param ipa The 32-bit Inet4Address to bind to.
@param networkInterface A string representing the name of the network interface to use.
*/







Returns a <code>String</code> representation of this <code>Identifier</code>.
@return <p><u>A String of the following form:</u><br><br>
<b>Network Address:</b>&lt;<i>IPv4 Address</i>&gt;<br>
<b>V.M. Address:</b>&lt;<i>Virtual Machine Address</i>&gt;<br>




return ("Network Address:"+ip+"\nV.M. Address:"+vmID+"\nID:"+id+"\n");
}
/**




























Determines the 64-bit ID for a node constructing this <code>Identifier</code>.
First, a valid IPv4 address is obtained, and then the instance of the VM
constructing this <code>Identifier</code> is given a random 32-bit ID. The
IP is shifted left 32-bits and added to the VMID to make a 64-bit <code>long</code>
value.
*/
private void determineID() throws IOException{
setIP();
setVMID();
// Do this with BigInteger......
java.nio.ByteBuffer bb = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(8);
bb.putInt(ip);
bb.putInt(vmID);
byte[] a = new byte[8];
bb.position(0);
bb.get(a);




Attempts to determine a valid IPv4 address for this <code>Identifier</code>.
<p>
First, the devices of the local machine are opened and their names obtained.
If this <code>Identifier</code> was constructed with a particular device name
parameter, the existence of that device is verified.
</p>
<p>
Secondly, the IPv4 addresses of any valid devices found are collected. If this
<code>Identifier</code> was created with a particular device IPv4 address parameter,
the availability of that address on a local interface (strictly the parameter if
specified,) is verified.
*/
private void setIP() throws IOException{
// Given the constructors, there are three possibilities
// The user was very specific in their wishes
if(netCardName != null && ip != -1){
NetworkInterface nic = NetworkInterface.getByName(netCardName);
if(nic != null){
// If we found the card, get the IPv4 address of it, a card cannot
// have more than one
if(hasIPv4Address(nic) && ip == AddressConversion.addrToInt(getIPv4Address(nic))){






else throw new UnknownHostException("IP ("+AddressConversion.intToAddr(ip)+") not found on Network Interface ("+netCardName+")!");
}
else throw new UnknownHostException("Network Interface ("+netCardName+") not found!");
}
// Either one or the other argument was specified,
// we have something to work with...
if(netCardName != null || ip != -1){
if(netCardName != null){
// Check if this net card exists










else throw new UnknownHostException("IP ("+AddressConversion.intToAddr(ip)+") not found on Network Interface ("+netCardName+")!");
}
else throw new UnknownHostException("Network Interface ("+netCardName+") not found!");
}
else{
// Check if this IP is on any network interfaces...
if(DEBUG_LEVEL > 4)
System.out.println("\nChecking for validity of IPv4 address : ("+AddressConversion.intToAddr(ip)+")");
Enumeration cds = NetworkInterface.getNetworkInterfaces();
while(cds.hasMoreElements()){
NetworkInterface card = (NetworkInterface)cds.nextElement();
if(hasIPv4Address(card) && AddressConversion.addrToInt(getIPv4Address(card)) == ip){
// The IP is set, return
addr = getIPv4Address(card);
if(DEBUG_LEVEL > 4)




throw new UnknownHostException("IP address ("+AddressConversion.intToAddr(ip)+") not found on any interface!");
}
}
// We have nothing to work with, bummer
else{
// Inspect the network cards and choose
// a proper address
if(DEBUG_LEVEL > 4)
System.out.println("\nChecking for a valid IPv4 address...");
Enumeration nics = NetworkInterface.getNetworkInterfaces();
Vector cards = new Vector();
while(nics.hasMoreElements()){






if (DEBUG_LEVEL > 4)





Returns the <code>InetAddress</code> of a user-selected interface on this
host. This method is only called if this device is multi-homed, and an
interface nor IP address was specified.
*/
private InetAddress userPrompt(Vector nics) throws IOException{
System.out.println("\nHmm, seems like this device is multi-homed...");
System.out.println("I cannot span physical networks yet, that is the future...");
boolean valid = false;
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(System.in));
int chosen = -1;
while(!valid){
System.out.println("Please choose the interface to use from the list below:");
for(int i = 0; i < nics.size(); i++){
System.out.println("("+i+") -> "+getIPv4Address((NetworkInterface)nics.elementAt(i)));
}
















Selects the "best" IPv4 address to use for binding and identification
on this host. The "best" address is found by using first non-loopback
interfaces, and if none are found, using the loopback interface.
*/
private void chooseAddress(Vector nics) throws IOException{
if(nics.size() == 0){
throw new UnknownHostException("No IPv4 Network Interfaces found (NOT EVEN LOOPBACK) !!!");
}
else{
int nrNonLoopback = 0;
int nrCards = nics.size();
Vector nonLoopback = new Vector();
for(int i = 0; i < nrCards; i++){
NetworkInterface nic = (NetworkInterface)nics.elementAt(i);








System.out.println("Falling back to loopback!!");
for(int i = 0; i < nrCards; i++){
NetworkInterface nic = (NetworkInterface)nics.elementAt(i);







throw new UnknownHostException("No IPv4 Network Interfaces found (NOT EVEN LOOPBACK) !!!");
}
else if(nrNonLoopback > 1){













Sets the VM ID for this instance of an <code>Identifier</code> by randomly choosing 32-bits.
*/
private void setVMID(){





/* Helper Methods */
/* ----------------------------------------------------- */
/**
Determines if the <code>NetworkInterface</code> specified has a valid
IPv4 address bound to it.
@return <code>true</code> - if there is a valid IPv4 address bound to the given interface<br>
<code>false</code> - otherwise.
@param ni The <code>NetworkInterface</code> to check
*/
private boolean hasIPv4Address(NetworkInterface ni){
Enumeration addrs = ni.getInetAddresses();
while(addrs.hasMoreElements()){
InetAddress ia = (InetAddress)addrs.nextElement();







Determines if the <code>NetworkInterface</code> specified has a valid
IPv6 address bound to it.
@return <code>true</code> - if there is a valid IPv6 address bound to the given interface<br>
<code>false</code> - otherwise.
@param ni The <code>NetworkInterface</code> to check
*/
private boolean hasIPv6Address(NetworkInterface ni){
Enumeration addrs = ni.getInetAddresses();
while(addrs.hasMoreElements()){








Returns the <code>InetAddress</code> representing the IPv4 addreess of the the specified
<code>NetworkInterface</code>.
@return The valid <code>InetAddress</code> of the given <code>NetworkInterface</code> OR<br>
<code>null</code> if one does not exist
@param ni The <code>NetworkInterface</code> to resolve the IPv4 address of.
*/
private InetAddress getIPv4Address(NetworkInterface ni){
Enumeration addrs = ni.getInetAddresses();
while(addrs.hasMoreElements()){








Returns the <code>InetAddress</code> representing the IPv6 addreess of the the specified
<code>NetworkInterface</code>.
@return The valid <code>InetAddress</code> of the given <code>NetworkInterface</code> OR<br>
<code>null</code> if one does not exist
@param ni The <code>NetworkInterface</code> to resolve the IPv6 address of.
*/
private InetAddress getIPv6Address(NetworkInterface ni){
Enumeration addrs = ni.getInetAddresses();
while(addrs.hasMoreElements()){
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public GroupManager(Long id, GroupSocket socket, Topology topo, KeyAgreement ka){
IN_QUEUE = new FIFOQueue();



























long elapsed = System.currentTimeMillis()-LAST_MESSAGE_TIME;










private void writeMessage(Long destination){
OUTBOUND.position(0);




































Vector retval = null;
ByteBuffer temp;
















// Dequeue something if it is there...





























public void enqueue(Long destination, ByteBuffer contents){
synchronized(IN_QUEUE){






public void toplevelMessage(Long source, ByteBuffer message){




















(NODE_STATUS == State.UNJOINED) &&











Methods used to decode incoming messages
*/




(NODE_STATUS == State.UNJOINED && PROTO_STAGE == State.JOIN_CLIENT) ||
(NODE_STATUS == State.UNJOINED && PROTO_STAGE == State.JOIN_SERVER) ||















public void joinGroupRequest(Long source){
synchronized(LOCK){
if(
(NODE_STATUS == State.UNJOINED || NODE_STATUS == State.ACTING_MANAGER) &&
(PROTO_STAGE == State.IDLE)
){
printDebugStats("["+ID+"] Join Request From: ", source);
















public void joinGroupResponse(Long source){
synchronized(LOCK){
// Send join confirm..
if(
(NODE_STATUS == State.UNJOINED && PROTO_STAGE == State.IDLE)
){


























public void joinGroupConfirm(Long source){
synchronized(LOCK){
if(
(NODE_STATUS == State.UNJOINED || NODE_STATUS == State.ACTING_MANAGER) &&
(PROTO_STAGE == State.JOIN_SERVER) &&
(source.equals(LAST_MESSAGE_SOURCE))
){
printDebugStats("["+ID+"] Join Confirm From: ", source);
// Add this guy to our group and proceed on
Node n = new Node();
n.id(source.longValue());
TOPOLOGY.add(n);

















public void mergeGroupRequest(Long source){
synchronized(LOCK){
// Send a merge response...
if(
( NODE_STATUS == State.ACTING_MANAGER) &&
(PROTO_STAGE == State.IDLE)
){
printDebugStats("["+ID+"] Merge Request From: ", source);


















public void mergeGroupResponse(Long source){
synchronized(LOCK){
// Send a confirmation with a copy of our topology...
if(
(NODE_STATUS == State.ACTING_MANAGER) &&
(PROTO_STAGE == State.IDLE)
){
printDebugStats("["+ID+"] Merge Response From: ", source);
// Allocate the space for our topology


























public void mergeGroupConfirm(Long source, Topology t){
synchronized(LOCK){
if(
(NODE_STATUS == State.ACTING_MANAGER) &&
(PROTO_STAGE == State.MERGE_SERVER) &&
(source.equals(LAST_MESSAGE_SOURCE))
){
printDebugStats("["+ID+"] Merge Confirm From: ", source);
LAST_MESSAGE_SOURCE = source;
// Add this topology to ours and send the mamma
TOPOLOGY.merge(t);



















































// We must send this on to our followers.....
TOPOLOGY = t;






















































// a nasty little thing, but it may be the case
// that in this implementation, our group is still






































































// Sponsor Updates Occur Whenever the topology changes
// And also after the new topology has been acquired....
// Therefore, why not do key agreement now and save a network
// message???
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// Perform the actual sponsor switch
MANAGER_ID = TOPOLOGY.sponsorID();
// If we are now the manager, then perform so...
if(MANAGER_ID.equals(ID)){
if(EnvironmentVariables.getDebugLevel() > 3)
System.out.println("I am the MIGHTY SPONSOR...");
NODE_STATUS = State.ACTING_MANAGER;
// send the REFRESH_KEY message....




Vector v = KA_METHOD.getConstants();
p = ((BigInteger)v.elementAt(0));
g = ((BigInteger)v.elementAt(1));
byte[] pa = p.toByteArray();






















// wait for the key broadcast...
// it should be immediate....









































// Let the identifier find the best interface
// Use the default port and IPv4 address
public NetworkDevice() throws IOException{
// Snag anything in the environment...
getEnvironment();
// Get a unique network identifier and check some hardware...
obtainID();

























Typical write() methods in the Java standard
------------------------------------------------------
*/
public void write(byte[] b, Long destination) throws IOException{
GS.write(b, destination);
}
public void write(byte[] b, int len, Long destination) throws IOException{
GS.write(b, len, destination);
}
public void write(byte[] b, int offset, int len, Long destination) throws IOException{




Typical read() methods in the Java standard
------------------------------------------------------
*/





Returns a vector of type Long containing all of the



















if (DEBUG > 3){
System.out.println("\nDynamically loading key agreement for "+TOPOLOGY);
}
try{
Class topoKA = ClassLoader.getSystemClassLoader().loadClass("ka."+TOPOLOGY+"KeyAgreement");
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if(DEBUG > 3)
System.out.println("The name of the loaded class is: "+topoKA.getName());
Object obj = topoKA.newInstance();
if(obj instanceof KeyAgreement){
KA = (KeyAgreement)obj;
if (DEBUG > 2)
System.out.println("Key Agreement successfully loaded!!!");
}
else{
System.out.println("Class ka."+TOPOLOGY+"KeyAgreement.class was successfully loaded, but it does not implement interface





System.out.println("Class ka."+TOPOLOGY+"KeyAgreement.class NOT FOUND!");




System.out.println("Class ka."+TOPOLOGY+"KeyAgreement.class found, but could not be instantiated!");




System.out.println("Class ka."+TOPOLOGY+"KeyAgreement.class found, but could not be instantiated!");






if (DEBUG > 2){
System.out.println("No Topology Specified!!!");




if (DEBUG > 2){
System.out.println("\nDynamically loading topology control for "+TOPOLOGY);
}
try{
Class topo = ClassLoader.getSystemClassLoader().loadClass("topo."+TOPOLOGY+"Topology");
if(DEBUG > 4)
System.out.println("The name of the loaded class is: "+topo.getName());
Object obj = topo.newInstance();
if(obj instanceof Topology){
TOPO = (Topology)obj;




System.out.println("Class topo."+TOPOLOGY+"Topology.class was successfully loaded, but it does not implement interface





System.out.println("Class topo."+TOPOLOGY+"Topology.class NOT FOUND!");





System.out.println("Class topo."+TOPOLOGY+"Topology.class found, but could not be instantiated!");




System.out.println("Class topo."+TOPOLOGY+"Topology.class found, but could not be instantiated!");




private void startDevice() throws IOException{
if (DEBUG > 3){
System.out.println("\nStarting Network I/O....");
}
GS = new GroupSocket(new Long(IDENT.getID()), PORT, MTU, TOPO, KA);
}
private void obtainID() throws IOException{
// We were given an IP address
if(IPA != null && !IPA.equals("")){
InetAddress ina = null;
int ipa = -1;
// We could have been given one of the two representations...




// The IP representation
else if (java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("((([0-9]{1,3})\\.){3})([0-9]{1,3})", IPA)){
ina = Inet4Address.getByName(IPA);
}
// We were given an interface
if(INTERFACE != null && !INTERFACE.equals("")){
if(ina != null){
IDENT = new Identifier(INTERFACE, ina);
}
else if(ipa != -1){
IDENT = new Identifier(INTERFACE, ipa);
}
else{
IDENT = new Identifier(INTERFACE);
}
}
// We were not given an interface
else{
if(ina != null){
IDENT = new Identifier(ina);
}
else if(ipa != -1){
IDENT = new Identifier(ipa);
}
else{




// We were not given an IP address
else{
// We were given an interface
if(INTERFACE != null && !INTERFACE.equals("")){
IDENT = new Identifier(INTERFACE);
}
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// We were not given an interface
else{























public class Reader implements Runnable{
private final SelectionKey KEY;
private ByteBuffer BUFFER;
private final int MTU;
private boolean EXECUTED;
// Where to decode incoming messages...
private final GroupManager MANAGER;
// Where to write outgoing messages
private final GroupSocket SOCKET;
private final int DEBUG;
private long last;
private final Decoder DECODER;















InetSocketAddress a = (InetSocketAddress)((java.nio.channels.DatagramChannel)(KEY.channel())).receive(BUFFER);
// Here, each thread has the "key" until they have read something....
if(a != null && BUFFER.position() != 0){
BUFFER.position(0);
int vmidDEST = BUFFER.getInt();
int vmidSOURCE = BUFFER.getInt();
int length = BUFFER.getInt();
byte[] message = new byte[length];
BUFFER.get(message);
int ipSOURCE = AddressConversion.addrToInt(a.getAddress());
Long idSource = AddressConversion.createID(ipSOURCE, vmidSOURCE);
// Here, we can send this work off to another thread, they
// will never see the SelectionKey
DECODER.decode(message, vmidDEST, idSource);
}
else if(MANAGER.isIdle() && (System.currentTimeMillis() - last) > 1000){
try{
Vector message = MANAGER.getIdleMessage();
if(message != null){
Long dest = (Long)message.elementAt(0);
ByteBuffer mess = (ByteBuffer)message.elementAt(1);










































// Don’t act on our own messages...
if(




// Make sure it was sent to either us or broadcast....
(AddressConversion.getVMID(MANAGER.ID) == DEST || DEST == 0)
){
final char OPCODE = BUFFER.getChar();
switch(OPCODE){
case ProtocolConstants.TOPLEVEL_MESSAGE:
int lengt = BUFFER.getInt();
System.out.println("Message of length "+lengt+" received!");
byte[] messa = new byte[lengt];
BUFFER.get(messa);







































byte[] out = new byte[BUFFER.limit() - BUFFER.position()];
BUFFER.get(out);









boolean nodes = ((int)BUFFER.getChar()) == 1;
int leng = (int)BUFFER.getChar();
byte[] pubk = new byte[leng];
BUFFER.get(pubk);
BigInteger pub = new BigInteger(pubk);
int count = (int)(BUFFER.getChar());
Vector pks = new Vector();
for(int i = 0; i < count; i++){
int le = BUFFER.getChar();



















pubk = new byte[leng];
BUFFER.get(pubk);
pub = new BigInteger(pubk);
count = (int)BUFFER.getChar();
pks = new Vector();
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for(int i = 0; i < count; i++){
int le = BUFFER.getChar();
byte[] a = new byte[le];
BUFFER.get(a);















pks = new Vector();
for(int i = 0; i < count; i++){
int le = BUFFER.getChar();























int l = (int)BUFFER.getChar();
byte[] in = new byte[l];
BUFFER.get(in);
BigInteger p = new BigInteger(in);
l = (int)BUFFER.getChar();
in = new byte[l];
BUFFER.get(in);






byte[] outb = new byte[BUFFER.limit() - BUFFER.position()];
BUFFER.get(outb);
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else if(EnvironmentVariables.getDebugLevel() > 4)
System.out.println(












// The network NODE_STATUS states
public static final char UNJOINED = 0x00;
public static final char JOINED = 0x01;
public static final char ACTING_MANAGER = 0x02;
// The protocol stage states
// Not in a network protocol stage
public static final char IDLE = 0x10;
public static final char DEAD_BATTERY = 0x11;
// Somewhere in a join stage
public static final char JOIN_SERVER = 0x20;
public static final char JOIN_CLIENT = 0x21;
public static final char JOIN_PENDING = 0x22;
// Somewhere in a merge stage
public static final char MERGE_SERVER = 0x30;
public static final char MERGE_CLIENT = 0x31;
public static final char MERGE_PENDING = 0x32;
// Somewhere in a key-update stage





public static final char JOIN_GROUP_REQUEST = 0x00;
public static final char JOIN_GROUP_RESPONSE = 0x01;
public static final char JOIN_GROUP_CONFIRM = 0x02;
public static final char MERGE_GROUP_REQUEST = 0x10;
public static final char MERGE_GROUP_RESPONSE = 0x11;
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public static final char MERGE_GROUP_CONFIRM = 0x12;
public static final char KEY_REFRESH = 0x20;
public static final char PK_STRUCT = 0x21;
public static final char DH_STAGE_1= 0x22;
public static final char DH_STAGE_2= 0x23;
public static final char DH_WAIT= 0x24;
public static final char TOPLEVEL_MESSAGE = 0xe0;
public static final char REJECT = 0xfd;
public static final char JUMPSTART = 0xfe;

























NetworkDevice device = null;
try{







Vector members = null;
try{
while(
(members = device.getGroupMembers()).size() != Integer.parseInt(args[0])
){
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System.out.println("Group of Proper Size!");
byte[] out = new String("Hello World!").getBytes();
BigInteger mess = new BigInteger(out)
; while(device.getGroupKey() == null){}
BigInteger result = mess.xor(device.getGroupKey());
System.out.println("Encrypting:"+new String(out));
























NetworkDevice device = null;
try{








Vector members = null;
while(
(members = device.getGroupMembers()).size() != Integer.parseInt(args[0])
){
System.out.println("Size is too small ("+members.size()+"), waiting...");
Thread.currentThread().sleep(1000);
}
Message message = device.read();
System.out.println("Message read!");
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BigInteger bi = new BigInteger(message.MESSAGE);
System.out.println("Received:"+bi);
while(device.getGroupKey() == null){}











public static void main(String[] args){
double bottom = Math.log(2.0);
for(int i = 2; i <= 140; i++){
double top = Math.log((double)i);









public static void main(String[] args){
Hypercube STRUCT = new Hypercube();
try{
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(System.in));
while(true){
System.out.print("\nHypercube >> ");
String command = br.readLine();
String[] operands = command.split("\\s");
if(operands.length == 0){
operands = new String[1];
operands[0] = "";
}
final String operator = operands[0].toLowerCase();
if(operator.indexOf("add") >= 0 ){
if(
operands.length < 2 ||
!java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("[0-9]+", operands[1])
){




int nrToAdd = Integer.parseInt(operands[1]);
for(int i = 0; i < nrToAdd; i++){
long rand = (long)(Math.random()*1000000000.0);







else if(operator.indexOf("rem") >= 0){
if(
operands.length < 2 ||
!java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("[0-9]+", operands[1])
){




long rem = Long.parseLong(operands[1]);
boolean gone = false;
for(int i = 0; i < STRUCT.size(); i++){
Node n = (Node)(STRUCT.getVector().elementAt(i));










else if(operator.indexOf("merge") >= 0){
if(
operands.length < 2 ||
!java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("[0-9]+", operands[1])
){




int nrToAdd = Integer.parseInt(operands[1]);
Hypercube na = new Hypercube();
for(int i = 0; i < nrToAdd; i++){
long rand = (long)(Math.random()*1000000000.0);







else if(operator.indexOf("part") >= 0){
}
























CUBE = new Vector();
int count = 0;
java.nio.ByteBuffer bb = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(nodes.length);
bb.put(nodes);
bb.position(0);
while (bb.position() < bb.limit()){
int len = bb.getInt();
byte[] node = new byte[len];
bb.get(node);



















// Functions as Vector.removeAll();














String retval = "";
synchronized(CUBE){
int a = CUBE.size();
if(a == 0){





for(int i = 0; i < a; i++){
String id = new Long(((Node)CUBE.elementAt(i)).id()).toString();







private String pad(String s){
String retval = new String(s);
int maxlen = new java.math.BigInteger(Integer.toString(CUBE.size()-1)).bitLength();
int slen = s.length();
int its = maxlen-slen;










// A node must be far less than 64 bytes
java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(64*CUBE.size());
int count = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < CUBE.size(); i++){











public int indexOf(long id){
int index = -1;
for(int i = 0; i < CUBE.size(); i++){

















// Each node in the tree generates a public key through a diffie-hellman exchange.
public BigInteger PUBLIC_KEY;
public Node(){













int length = bb.getInt();
byte[] shareval = new byte[length];
bb.get(shareval);
PUBLIC_KEY = new BigInteger(shareval);
}
public byte[] getBytes(){
java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(sizeInBytes());








byte[] a = PUBLIC_KEY.toByteArray();
out.putInt(a.length);
out.put(a);












return (ID == -1)?true:false;
}




String s = new Long(ID).toString();
return s.substring(((s.length()-7)>=0)?(s.length()-7):0, s.length());
}
// 1 byte intermediate flag
// Possible 8 byte ID
// 16/17 byte public key
public int sizeInBytes(){
int pkl = PUBLIC_KEY.toByteArray().length;

























/* Decode a message */
long src = MESSAGE.getLong();
long dest = MESSAGE.getLong();
if(src != Reactor.ID && (dest == Message_OPC.BROADCAST || dest == Reactor.ID )){














byte[] rest = new byte[Reactor.NODE.sizeInBytes()];
MESSAGE.get(rest);











int plen = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] p = new byte[plen];
MESSAGE.get(p);
java.math.BigInteger prime = new java.math.BigInteger(p);
int glen = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] g = new byte[glen];
MESSAGE.get(g);







int length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] array = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(array);








byte[] pa = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(pa);
prime = new java.math.BigInteger(pa);
length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte [] ga = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(ga);
generator = new java.math.BigInteger(ga);
length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] pka = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(pka);
java.math.BigInteger public_key = new java.math.BigInteger(pka);





pa = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(pa);







long newS = MESSAGE.getLong();
int len = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] a4 = new byte[len];
MESSAGE.get(a4);









int l = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] ab = new byte[l];
MESSAGE.get(ab);




if (e instanceof java.nio.BufferUnderflowException){
System.out.println("Needed:"+length+"\nAvailable:"+(MESSAGE.limit()-MESSAGE.position()));
System.out.println("Network MTU Exceeded By Group Structure Transmission!\n"+










java.util.Vector vect = new java.util.Vector();
for(int f = 0; f < length; f++){
int leng = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] arra = new byte[leng];
MESSAGE.get(arra);







if (e instanceof java.nio.BufferUnderflowException){
System.out.println("Needed:"+length+"\nAvailable:"+(MESSAGE.limit()-MESSAGE.position()));
System.out.println("Network MTU Exceeded By Group Structure Transmission!\n"+












This code is Copyright Kieran S. Hagzan. NO unauthorized duplication without permission.
*/
/**
The main executable class for Kieran S. Hagzan’s master’s thesis work at R.I.T. .
This class parses command-line arguments, checks their validity, creates a new




A newly created <code>Reactor</code> to be run.
*/
private final Reactor REACTOR;
/**
Creates a new <code>Reactor</code> on the given port
using the specified network MTU.
@param port The port to bind the <code>Reactor</code> on, (1024 <= port <= 65535).
@param mtu The Maximum Transmission Unit of the <code>Reactor</code> (1 <= mtu <= 65535).
*/
private Device(int port, int mtu, boolean jumpstart, int maxNodes){





The main method invoked by the VM at program call.
@param args The command-line arguments passed to this class.
*/





// Bomb out if the user cannot type "--help"
if (args.length > 4)exitWithUsage();
// grab the outermost argument - the jumpstart mode if present
if(args.length == 4){
String s = args[2];














































// Let them know what they have done....
// System.out.println("Initializing on port "+port+" using MTU of "+mtu+
// (jumpstart?" with":" without")+" jumpstart mode...");
new Device(port, mtu, jumpstart, max);
}
/**
Displays proper usage of this class.
*/
private static void exitWithUsage(){
System.out.println("\nUsage:\n------\n"+
"\t\"java Device --help\" will display this screen\n"+
"\t\"java Device <port> <mtu> <jumpstart> \"\n\nWhere:\n------\n"+
"<port> - is an optionally specified number between 1024 and 65535 (defaults to 12333)\n"+
"<mtu> - is an optionally specified number between 33 and 65535 (defaults to 512)\n"+

































Random rand = new Random();
x = share;
// And public key....
public_key_alice = alices_public_key;
public_key_bob = g.modPow(x,p);
secret_key = alices_public_key.modPow(x, p);
}









Random rand = new Random();




// And public key....
public_key_alice = generator.modPow(x,prime);
// Now, things are a little different than in TGDH
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byte[] po = prime.toByteArray();
byte[] go = generator.toByteArray();






byte[] pko = public_key_alice.toByteArray();
bb.putInt(pko.length);
bb.put(pko);









public class Discoverer implements Runnable{











ByteBuffer bb = ByteBuffer.allocate(2);
bb.putChar(Message_OPC.JOIN_REQUEST);
bb.position(0);













public static void main(String[] args){
boolean local;


















outA = new java.net.InetSocketAddress("localhost", 12333);
}
else{















public class Merger implements Runnable{

























This code is Copyright Kieran S. Hagzan. NO unauthorized duplication without permission.
*/
public class Message_OPC{
public static final long BROADCAST = 0xffffffffffffffffl;
public static final char JUMPSTART =0xffff;
public static final char JOIN_REQUEST =0x0001;
public static final char JOIN_RESPONSE =0x0002;
public static final char JOIN_CONFIRM =0x0003;
public static final char JOIN_REJECT =0x0004;
public static final char H_COMMIT =0x0005;
public static final char H_STRUCTURE = 0x0006;
public static final char MERGE_REQUEST = 0x0007;
public static final char MERGE_RESPONSE = 0x0008;
public static final char MERGE_CONFIRM =0x0009;
public static final char MERGE_REJECT =0x000a;
public static final char SPONSOR_SWITCH =0x000b;
public static final char DH_STAGE_1 = 0x000c;
public static final char DH_STAGE_2 = 0x000d;
public static final char KEY_UPDATE = 0x000e;
public static final char DH_WAIT = 0x000f;



















private final int MTU;
public boolean JUMPSTART;






















// Stuff for gauging key agreement times
private long START_TIME;
private double ELAPSED;
long lastMeaningful = 0;
long TIMEOUT = 2000;
// --------------------------------




GENERATOR = new java.util.Random();
JUMPSTART=jumpstart;
NODE_STATE = State.INIT_ONLY;
STATE_LOCK = new Object();
CUBE = new Hypercube();






























private void allocate(int size){
BUFFER = ByteBuffer.allocate(size);
}
public void writeMessage(ByteBuffer b, long dest){



















Computes the currently known key from the current tree iteratively...
*/
private void computeKey (Vector v){
BigInteger roundKey = CURRENT_PRIVATE;
for(int i = 1; i < v.size(); i++){
roundKey = ((BigInteger)v.elementAt(i)).modPow(roundKey, CURRENT_P);
}
ENCRYPTION_KEY = roundKey;






// We have a straggler if:
// 1.) Our highest bit is not set (active in first ex.)
BigInteger me = new BigInteger(new Integer(CUBE.indexOf(Reactor.ID)).toString());
if(!me.testBit(CUBE.dimension()-1)){
// 2.) The number of nodes is not an exact power of 2
if(CUBE.size() != (int)(Math.pow(2.0, CUBE.dimension()))){
// 3.) And our initial partner exists...











/* ------------------------------ Message Reaction Functions ----------------------------- */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* Functions to deal with key agreement */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
private boolean active(){




Causes all "non-global-sponsor" nodes to initiate the "appropriate" action in response
to a "KEY_UPDATE" request. i.e., if nodes have an even index in their tree positions,
they must initiate a Diffie-Hellman key exchange with their partners. Otherwise,
they sit and wait for a request.
*/
public void keyUpdate(long src, BigInteger p, BigInteger g){
if(
(src == SPONSOR_ID) &&






// Update my private...
CURRENT_P = p;
CURRENT_G = g;
MY_PRIVATE = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
CURRENT_PRIVATE = MY_PRIVATE;
// Update the current dimension
CURRENT_DIMENSION = CUBE.dimension();
// Update my initial exchange partner
updatePartner();
// Start the melee....











Initialize a Diffie-Hellman key exchange at the current point in the tree,
with the current key, prime, and personal share. If the node at which this












// Hang around for stage 2
}










CURRENT_DIMENSION == CUBE.dimension() &&





Message handler for the request of a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. From a cryptographic
perspective, this indicates that this node is "Bob," or the non-initiating party...
*/
public void diffieHellmanStageOne(long src, BigInteger p, BigInteger g, BigInteger pk){
if(
(src == CURRENT_PARTNER_ID) &&
(PROTO_STATE == State.UPDATING_KEY) &&
(NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S || NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S)
){
// I am bob...











// Perform the DH stage 2....







//Proceed to the next dimension if there is one...
CURRENT_DIMENSION--;
if(CURRENT_DIMENSION > 0){
// IF WE ARE A STRAGGLER, DON’T DO THIS!!!!
// We can catch this here, because all stragglers
// are passive in their outer dimension, i.e.,
// they are "bob", and will get a stage 1
if(
!(
(CURRENT_DIMENSION == (CUBE.dimension()-1)) &&








// Otherwise, we’re done here...
else{
ENCRYPTION_KEY = CURRENT_PRIVATE;



















public void dh_wait(long src){
if(
(src == CURRENT_PARTNER_ID)&&
(PROTO_STATE == State.UPDATING_KEY) &&
(NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S || NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S)
)
{




// yep, stage 2 is back...
public void diffieHellmanStageTwo(long src, BigInteger pk_bob){
if(
(src == CURRENT_PARTNER_ID) &&






CURRENT_EXCHANGE.secret_key = pk_bob.modPow(CURRENT_PRIVATE, CURRENT_P);
149
CURRENT_PRIVATE = CURRENT_EXCHANGE.secret_key;






// Otherwise, we’re done here
else{
// BUG HERE SOMEWHERE!!!
ENCRYPTION_KEY = CURRENT_PRIVATE;





















private void sendVector(int position){
ByteBuffer temp = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(17*(COLLECTABLES.size()+4));
temp.putInt(COLLECTABLES.size());
int count = 4;
for(int i = 0; i < COLLECTABLES.size(); i++){
BigInteger bi = (BigInteger)(COLLECTABLES.elementAt(i));


























/* End key agreement */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */





// Get the sponsor
long sponsor = CUBE.getSponsor();
// Literally do the switch......
SPONSOR_ID = sponsor;
// Make a conceptual switch of necessary....








if (NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S){
PROTO_STATE = State.UPDATING_KEY;
TIMEOUT_MATTERS = false;
// Reset the public values, p, g, and our share...
CURRENT_P = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
CURRENT_G = new BigInteger(CURRENT_P.bitLength(), GENERATOR);
// Broadcast the update request...
allocate(Reactor.MTU);
byte[] pa = CURRENT_P.toByteArray();








// Start the timer to include the write to
// compensate for the missing read...
writeMessage(BUFFER, Message_OPC.BROADCAST);
START_TIME = System.currentTimeMillis();
// Initially, the private key is our share
MY_PRIVATE = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
CURRENT_PRIVATE = MY_PRIVATE;
// Update our dimension
151
CURRENT_DIMENSION = CUBE.dimension();
// Update our partner....
updatePartner();
// Start the melee....








public void sponsor_switch(long src, long newS, Hypercube h){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(src == SPONSOR_ID && NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S){










/* End global sponsor */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */





























public void join_request(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(

















public void merge_request(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(

















public void join_response(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(






























public void merge_response(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(




























public void join_confirm(Node n){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(




TEMP_CUBE = new Hypercube(CUBE.getBytes());
TEMP_CUBE.add(n);



















public void merge_confirm(long src, Hypercube h){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(




// Grab the array transmitted to us and
// add it to our own...
// Grab the array transmitted to us and
// add it to our own...
TEMP_CUBE = CUBE;
TEMP_CUBE.merge(h);


















public void join_reject(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){







public void merge_reject(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){









































































/* Tree Update Functions */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
public void key_array(long id, Vector v){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
// I only care about this if:
// 1.) I am in the right state
if(
(NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S || NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S) &&
(PROTO_STATE == State.UPDATING_KEY)
){
// 2.) I was passive in the first round
BigInteger me = new BigInteger(new Integer(CUBE.indexOf(Reactor.ID)).toString());
if(me.testBit(CUBE.dimension()-1)){
int firstPartner = me.flipBit(CUBE.dimension()-1).intValue();
// 3.) My partner in the first round exists
if(firstPartner < CUBE.size()){
long first = ((Node)CUBE.getVector().elementAt(firstPartner)).id();













(NODE_STATE == State.JOINING && PROTO_STATE == State.JOIN_CLIENT_PENDING) ||




























































Class <code>Reactor</code> is the main powerhouse for non-blocking UDP
datagram broadcasts. It follows a traditional "Reactor" software pattern
and uses a thread pool to handle the influx of events triggering actions.
*/
public class Reactor implements Runnable{
/** The port where this <code>Reactor</code> will run.*/
private static int PORT;
/** The network Maximum Transmission Unit used in this <code>Reactor</code>.*/
public static int MTU;
public static long ID;
/** The <code>DatagramChannel</code> used as a transport mechanism.*/
private static DatagramChannel CHANNEL;
private boolean JUMPSTART;
public static int MAX_NODES;
/**
A </code>Selector</code> used to manage the I/O status of <code>SelectionKeys</code>





/** The <code>SelectionKey</code> used for secure group communication I/O bookeeping data. */
public static SelectionKey KEY;
public static Reader READER;
public static MessageProcessor PROCESSOR;
public static Node NODE;
private long accumulated;
public static int DEBUG = 5;
public void setDebugLevel(int level){
DEBUG = level;
}
/** Constructs a new <code>Reactor</code> on port 12333 with a default MTU of 512 bytes. */
public Reactor(){
this(12333, 512, false, 100);
}
/**
Constructs a new <code>Reactor</code> on the specified port with a default MTU of 512 bytes.
@param port The port to bind the <code>Reactor</code>’s <code>DatagramChannel</code> on.
*/
public Reactor(int port){
this(port, 512, false, 100);
}
/**
Constructs a new <code>Reactor</code> on the specified port and MTU.
@param port The port to bind the <code>Reactor</code>’s <code>DatagramChannel</code> on.
@param mtu The Maximum Transmission Unit used on the underlying network media.
*/
public Reactor (int port, int mtu){
this(port, mtu, false, 100);
}












Runs this <code>Reactor</code>. First, all channels are initialized to be non-blocking,

























// Otherwise wait for the jumpstart message to propogate to us...









Initializes this <code>Reactor</code>. Channels and selectors are opened and configured for





// This line allows for many instances of this




/* Bind to the broadcast address on the given port */
CHANNEL.socket().bind(new InetSocketAddress("0.0.0.0", PORT));
SELECTOR = Selector.open();
KEY = CHANNEL.register(SELECTOR, SelectionKey.OP_READ);
/* Create the message processor using out arguments */
READER = new Reader(KEY);
PROCESSOR = new MessageProcessor(MTU, JUMPSTART);
// If we are to not to be jumpstarted,
}
catch(Exception e){






The main poll loop. The native hardware of the system is polled to see
if any I/O bound for this <code>Reactor</code> is ready. If so, a set
of <code>SelectionKey</code>s are returned and iterated through, processing









































java.util.Set readyKeys = SELECTOR.selectedKeys();
java.util.Iterator it = readyKeys.iterator();
while(it.hasNext()){
SelectionKey sk = (SelectionKey)it.next();
if(sk != null){
Object o = sk.attachment();







public static void write(byte[] message, long destination){
/* Later this needs to be passed to an encoder for breaking into chunks */





int wrote = 0;
try{
while(out.position() < out.capacity()-1){

















public class Reader implements Runnable{











SocketAddress a = ((java.nio.channels.DatagramChannel)(KEY.channel())).receive(BUFFER);
BUFFER.position(0);





(Reactor.PROCESSOR.NODE_STATE == State.JOINING && Reactor.PROCESSOR.PROTO_STATE == State.CALM)
){





(Reactor.PROCESSOR.NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S && Reactor.PROCESSOR.PROTO_STATE == State.CALM)
){


























public static final char INIT_ONLY = 0x0001;
public static final char JOINING = 0x0002;
public static final char JOINED_N_G_S = 0x0003;
public static final char JOINED_G_S = 0x0004;
/* Protocol States...*/
/* The Join States ... */
public static final char JOIN_SERVER = 0x0010;
public static final char JOIN_CLIENT = 0x0011;
public static final char JOIN_SERVER_CONFIRMED = 0x0012;
public static final char JOIN_SERVER_PENDING = 0x0013;
public static final char JOIN_CLIENT_PENDING = 0x0014;
/* The Merge States */
public static final char MERGE_SERVER = 0x0020;
public static final char MERGE_CLIENT = 0x0021;
public static final char MERGE_SERVER_CONFIRMED = 0x0022;
public static final char MERGE_SERVER_PENDING = 0x0023;
public static final char MERGE_CLIENT_PENDING = 0x0024;
/* States relevant during key update */
public static final char AWAITING_KEY_ARRAY= 0x0031;
public static final char REQUESTING_TREE = 0x0032;
public static final char UPDATING_KEY = 0x0033;
/* The Calm State...*/

















private final int MTU;
public boolean JUMPSTART;
private final SelectionKey KEY;





























long lastMeaningful = 0;
long TIMEOUT = 2000;
public MessageProcessor(int mtu, boolean jumpstart, SelectionKey key, Node node){
INITIAL_PK = null;
IN_EXCHANGE = false;





STATE_LOCK = new Object();
CUBE = new Hypercube();































private void allocate(int size){
BUFFER = ByteBuffer.allocate(size);
}
public void writeMessage(ByteBuffer b, long dest){



















Computes the currently known key from the current tree iteratively...
*/
private void computeKey (BigInteger share, Vector v){
BigInteger key = share;
BigInteger thisShare = share;
for(int i = 0; i < v.size(); i++){






/* ------------------------------ Message Reaction Functions ----------------------------- */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* *************************************************************************************** */




Causes all "non-global-sponsor" nodes to initiate the "appropriate" action in response
to a "KEY_UPDATE" request. i.e., if nodes have an even index in their tree positions,
they must initiate a Diffie-Hellman key exchange with their partners. Otherwise,
they sit and wait for a request.
*/
public void keyUpdate(long src, BigInteger p, BigInteger g){
if(src == SPONSOR_ID && PROTO_STATE == State.CALM && NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S){
TIMEOUT_MATTERS = false;
START_TIME = System.currentTimeMillis();
currentDimension = new java.math.BigInteger(new Integer(CUBE.getVector().size()-1).toString()).bitLength();
// Refresh our own share...
CURRENT_P = p;
CURRENT_G = g;
MY_PRIVATE = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
COLLECTABLES = new Vector();
CURRENT_PRIVATE = MY_PRIVATE;
INITIAL_PK = null;






Initialize a Diffie-Hellman key exchange at the current point in the tree,
with the current key, prime, and personal share. If the node at which this




// What is our position in this cubic mess....
BigInteger pos = new BigInteger(new Integer(CUBE.indexOf(Reactor.ID)).toString());
int MAXDIM = new BigInteger(new Integer(CUBE.getVector().size()-1).toString()).bitLength();
// If we are a not in the "outermost" dimension, we wait...
// This way, if there are some "stragglers," (i.e., the hypercube isn’t "full",) then
// only the few stragglers wait for (dimension-1) inner node’s public keys, rather
// than all inner nodes waiting for one straggler’s key...
if(!pos.testBit(currentDimension-1)){
// If we work in the outermost dimension, our partner may not exist. If he does not exist,
// That is OK. Just proceed on as normal...
if(currentDimension == MAXDIM){
if(CURRENT_PARTNER >= CUBE.getVector().size()){
// Recurse a level.
// It can be proven that we will simply wait,
// but things past dimension 5-6 are impossible
// to visualize.........make the call to






// Proceed Forward As Normal!!!











// If we are not active the outermost dimension,
// and our dimension is not full,
// then we do nothing more now....
if(pos.testBit(MAXDIM-1)){
// Dimension is not full
if(CUBE.getVector().size() != (int)Math.pow(2.0, (double)MAXDIM)){
PROTO_STATE = State.AWAITING_KEY_ARRAY;
}
// Otherwise, we are at a full dimension (node count is power of 2)
else{
// Proceed Forward As Normal!!!









// Otherwise we were active in the outer dimension.... if we are here, we are active now....
else{











Message handler for the request of a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. From a cryptographic
perspective, this indicates that this node is "Bob," or the non-initiating party...
*/
public void diffieHellmanStageOne(long src, BigInteger p, BigInteger g, BigInteger pk){
if (src == CURRENT_PARTNER_ID){













// Perform the DH stage 2....




















// Yep, stage 2 is back...
public void diffieHellmanStageTwo(long src, BigInteger pk_bob){
CURRENT_EXCHANGE.public_key_bob = pk_bob;
CURRENT_EXCHANGE.secret_key = pk_bob.modPow(CURRENT_PRIVATE, CURRENT_P);
System.out.println(CURRENT_EXCHANGE.secret_key);
if(currentDimension != new BigInteger(Integer.toString(CUBE.getVector().size()-1)).bitLength()){
COLLECTABLES.add(pk_bob);
}













// If I was active in the outer dimension and
int pos = CUBE.indexOf(Reactor.ID);
// The index of the last position
int lastPos = new BigInteger(Integer.toString(CUBE.getVector().size()-1)).bitLength();
if ( ! new BigInteger(Integer.toString(pos)).testBit(lastPos) ){
// actually have a partner, he needs COLLECTABLES
int hisPos = (new BigInteger(Integer.toString(pos)).flipBit(lastPos-1)).intValue();
if ( hisPos < CUBE.getVector().size() ){
// And the vector was not a full cube...
int cube = (int)Math.pow(2.0, (double)(lastPos));
if ( CUBE.getVector().size() != cube){
ByteBuffer temp = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(17*(COLLECTABLES.size()+4));
temp.putInt(COLLECTABLES.size());
int count = 4;
for(int i = 0; i < COLLECTABLES.size(); i++){
BigInteger bi = (BigInteger)(COLLECTABLES.elementAt(i));






















int myPos = CUBE.indexOf(Reactor.ID);








/* End key agreement */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */





// Get the sponsor
long sponsor = CUBE.getSponsor();
// Literally do the switch......
SPONSOR_ID = sponsor;
// Make a conceptual switch of necessary....









if (NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S){
COLLECTABLES = new Vector();
PROTO_STATE = State.UPDATING_KEY;
TIMEOUT_MATTERS = false;
// Reset the public values, p, g, and our share...
CURRENT_P = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
CURRENT_G = new BigInteger(CURRENT_P.bitLength(), GENERATOR);
MY_PRIVATE = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
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// Initially, the private key is our share
CURRENT_PRIVATE = MY_PRIVATE;
// Set out current responsibility to be our sibling
// Broadcast the update request...
allocate(Reactor.MTU);
byte[] pa = CURRENT_P.toByteArray();







// Start the timer to include the write to




// Update our partner....
currentDimension = new java.math.BigInteger(new Integer(CUBE.getVector().size()-1).toString()).bitLength();
updatePartner();








public void sponsor_switch(long src, long newS, Hypercube h){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(src == SPONSOR_ID && NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S){










/* End global sponsor */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */





























public void join_request(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(

















public void merge_request(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(















































public void merge_response(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(

























public void join_confirm(Node n){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(






TEMP_CUBE = new Hypercube(CUBE.getBytes());
TEMP_CUBE.add(n);



















public void merge_confirm(long src, Hypercube h){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(




// Grab the array transmitted to us and
// add it to our own...
// Grab the array transmitted to us and
// add it to our own...
TEMP_CUBE = CUBE;
TEMP_CUBE.merge(h);




















public void join_reject(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){








public void merge_reject(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){







public void array_update(long id, Hypercube h){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(



























































/* End Protocol Function Handlers */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* Tree Update Functions */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
public void key_array(long id, Vector v){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){









(NODE_STATE == State.JOINING && PROTO_STATE == State.JOIN_CLIENT_PENDING) ||










































































/* Decode a message */
long src = MESSAGE.getLong();
long dest = MESSAGE.getLong();
if(src != Reactor.ID && (dest == Message_OPC.BROADCAST || dest == Reactor.ID )){














byte[] rest = new byte[Reactor.NODE.sizeInBytes()];
MESSAGE.get(rest);











int plen = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] p = new byte[plen];
MESSAGE.get(p);
java.math.BigInteger prime = new java.math.BigInteger(p);
int glen = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] g = new byte[glen];
MESSAGE.get(g);







int length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] array = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(array);





byte[] pa = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(pa);
prime = new java.math.BigInteger(pa);
length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte [] ga = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(ga);
generator = new java.math.BigInteger(ga);
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length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] pka = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(pka);
java.math.BigInteger public_key = new java.math.BigInteger(pka);
length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] vec = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(vec);
NodeArray noda = new NodeArray(vec);






long newS = MESSAGE.getLong();
int len = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] a4 = new byte[len];
MESSAGE.get(a4);









int l = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] ab = new byte[l];
MESSAGE.get(ab);




if (e instanceof java.nio.BufferUnderflowException){
System.out.println("Needed:"+length+"\nAvailable:"+(MESSAGE.limit()-MESSAGE.position()));
System.out.println("Network MTU Exceeded By Group Structure Transmission!\n"+















if (e instanceof java.nio.BufferUnderflowException){
System.out.println("Needed:"+length+"\nAvailable:"+(MESSAGE.limit()-MESSAGE.position()));
System.out.println("Network MTU Exceeded By Group Structure Transmission!\n"+













This code is Copyright Kieran S. Hagzan. NO unauthorized duplication without permission.
*/
/**
The main executable class for Kieran S. Hagzan’s master’s thesis work at R.I.T. .
This class parses command-line arguments, checks their validity, creates a new




A newly created <code>Reactor</code> to be run.
*/
private final Reactor REACTOR;
/**
Creates a new <code>Reactor</code> on the given port
using the specified network MTU.
@param port The port to bind the <code>Reactor</code> on, (1024 <= port <= 65535).
@param mtu The Maximum Transmission Unit of the <code>Reactor</code> (1 <= mtu <= 65535).
*/
private Device(int port, int mtu, boolean jumpstart, int maxNodes){





The main method invoked by the VM at program call.
@param args The command-line arguments passed to this class.
*/





// Bomb out if the user cannot type "--help"
if (args.length > 4)exitWithUsage();
// grab the outermost argument - the jumpstart mode if present
if(args.length == 4){
String s = args[2];














































// Let them know what they have done....
// System.out.println("Initializing on port "+port+" using MTU of "+mtu+
// (jumpstart?" with":" without")+" jumpstart mode...");
new Device(port, mtu, jumpstart, max);
}
/**
Displays proper usage of this class.
*/
private static void exitWithUsage(){
System.out.println("\nUsage:\n------\n"+
"\t\"java Device --help\" will display this screen\n"+
"\t\"java Device <port> <mtu> <jumpstart> \"\n\nWhere:\n------\n"+
"<port> - is an optionally specified number between 1024 and 65535 (defaults to 12333)\n"+
"<mtu> - is an optionally specified number between 33 and 65535 (defaults to 512)\n"+

































Random rand = new Random();
x = share;
// And public key....
public_key_alice = alices_public_key;
public_key_bob = g.modPow(x,p);
secret_key = alices_public_key.modPow(x, p);
}











Random rand = new Random();




// And public key....
public_key_alice = generator.modPow(x,prime);
// Now, things are a little different than in TGDH
byte[] po = prime.toByteArray();
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byte[] go = generator.toByteArray();






byte[] pko = public_key_alice.toByteArray();
bb.putInt(pko.length);
bb.put(pko);
// Now also put the node vector including me....









int len = 0;
ByteBuffer vec = ByteBuffer.allocate(Reactor.MTU);
for(int i = 0; i < array.size(); i++){



















public class Discoverer implements Runnable{












ByteBuffer bb = ByteBuffer.allocate(2);
bb.putChar(Message_OPC.JOIN_REQUEST);
bb.position(0);









This code is Copyright Kieran S. Hagzan. NO unauthorized duplication without permission.
*/
public class Jumpstarter{
public static void main(String[] args){
boolean local;


















outA = new java.net.InetSocketAddress("localhost", 12333);
}
else{
















public class Merger implements Runnable{
























This code is Copyright Kieran S. Hagzan. NO unauthorized duplication without permission.
*/
public class Message_OPC{
public static final long BROADCAST = 0xffffffffffffffffl;
public static final char JUMPSTART =0xffff;
public static final char JOIN_REQUEST =0x0001;
public static final char JOIN_RESPONSE =0x0002;
public static final char JOIN_CONFIRM =0x0003;
public static final char JOIN_REJECT =0x0004;
public static final char A_COMMIT =0x0005;
public static final char A_STRUCTURE = 0x0006;
public static final char MERGE_REQUEST = 0x0007;
public static final char MERGE_RESPONSE = 0x0008;
public static final char MERGE_CONFIRM =0x0009;
public static final char MERGE_REJECT =0x000a;
public static final char SPONSOR_SWITCH =0x000b;
public static final char DH_STAGE_1 = 0x000c;
public static final char DH_STAGE_2 = 0x000d;
public static final char KEY_UPDATE = 0x000e;
public static final char DH_WAIT = 0x000f;











private final int MTU;
public boolean JUMPSTART;
private final SelectionKey KEY;




























long lastMeaningful = 0;
long TIMEOUT = 2000;
public MessageProcessor(int mtu, boolean jumpstart, SelectionKey key, Node node){
INITIAL_PK = null;






STATE_LOCK = new Object();




























private void allocate(int size){
BUFFER = ByteBuffer.allocate(size);
}
public void writeMessage(ByteBuffer b, long dest){




















Computes the currently known key from the current tree iteratively...
*/
private void computeKey (BigInteger share){
int myIndex = ARRAY.indexOf(Reactor.ID);
java.util.Vector nodes = ARRAY.getVector();
int len = nodes.size();
BigInteger currentShare = share;
// Initially, if our index is not zero, we need to do an
// exchange with the person to our left
int i = (myIndex != 0)?(myIndex - 1):(myIndex + 1);
for(; i < len ;i++){
if(i != myIndex){












ELAPSED = (double)(System.currentTimeMillis() - START_TIME);








/* ------------------------------ Message Reaction Functions ----------------------------- */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* Functions to deal with key agreement */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/**
Causes all "non-global-sponsor" nodes to initiate the "appropriate" action in response
to a "KEY_UPDATE" request. i.e., if nodes have an even index in their tree positions,
they must initiate a Diffie-Hellman key exchange with their partners. Otherwise,
they sit and wait for a request.
*/
public void keyUpdate(long src, BigInteger p, BigInteger g){
if(src == SPONSOR_ID && PROTO_STATE == State.CALM && NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S){
CURRENT_ARRAY = new NodeArray();
TIMEOUT_MATTERS = false;
START_TIME = System.currentTimeMillis();




MY_PRIVATE = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
CURRENT_PRIVATE = MY_PRIVATE;
INITIAL_PK = null;









Initialize a Diffie-Hellman key exchange at the current point in the tree,
with the current key, prime, and personal share. If the node at which this




// I begin by sending a Diffie-Hellman stage 1
// Now I include my vector up to my position...
java.util.Vector out = new java.util.Vector();
if(CURRENT_ARRAY == null)CURRENT_ARRAY = new NodeArray();
java.util.Vector orig = CURRENT_ARRAY.getVector();
for(int i = 0; i < CURRENT_ARRAY.indexOf(Reactor.ID); i++){
out.add(orig.elementAt(i));
}
// I am alice....















// If you initialized an exchange, you won’t be the last to broadcast the array,




Message handler for the request of a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. From a cryptographic
perspective, this indicates that this node is "Bob," or the non-initiating party...
*/
public void diffieHellmanStageOne(long src, BigInteger p, BigInteger g, BigInteger pk, NodeArray precursor){
// We need to keep this public key around for later.....
FIRST_PK = pk;
if(src == CURRENT_PARTNER_ID && PROTO_STATE == State.UPDATING_KEY){
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// I am bob...
DiffieHellmanExchange dhe = new DiffieHellmanExchange(src, Reactor.ID, p, g, CURRENT_PRIVATE, pk);
// We were waiting for the node before us
// The node at us is us
// So 2 nodes past our current partner is where we head....
Node me = new Node();
me.id(Reactor.ID);
// The zeroth node never sees this. so, bob’s public key is everyone else’s initial...
me.PUBLIC_KEY = dhe.public_key_bob;
INITIAL_PK = me.PUBLIC_KEY;
java.util.Vector v = precursor.getVector();
v.add(me);
NodeArray a = new NodeArray(v);
CURRENT_ARRAY = a;
// So, now we use iteration, rather than recursion as in TGDH
if(ARRAY.indexOf(Reactor.ID) == ARRAY.getVector().size()-1){



















/* End key agreement */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */




long sponsor = ARRAY.getSponsor();
// Literally do the switch......
lastMeaningful = System.currentTimeMillis();
SPONSOR_ID = sponsor;
// Make a conceptual switch of necessary....









// Take the appropriate action
if (NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S){
PROTO_STATE = State.UPDATING_KEY;
TIMEOUT_MATTERS = false;
// Reset the public values, p, g, and our share...
CURRENT_P = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
CURRENT_G = new BigInteger(CURRENT_P.bitLength(), GENERATOR);
MY_PRIVATE = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
// Initially, the private key is our share
CURRENT_PRIVATE = MY_PRIVATE;
// Set out current responsibility to be our sibling
// Broadcast the update request...
allocate(Reactor.MTU);
byte[] pa = CURRENT_P.toByteArray();







// Start the timer to include the write to
// compensate for the missing read...
START_TIME = System.currentTimeMillis();












public void sponsor_switch(long src, long newS, NodeArray na){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(src == SPONSOR_ID && NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S){










































public void join_request(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(


















public void merge_request(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(



















public void join_response(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(



























public void merge_response(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(



























public void join_confirm(Node n){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(




TEMP_ARRAY = new NodeArray(ARRAY.getBytes());
TEMP_ARRAY.add(n);



















public void merge_confirm(long src, NodeArray na){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(




// Grab the array transmitted to us and
// add it to our own...
TEMP_ARRAY = ARRAY;
TEMP_ARRAY.merge(na);





















public void join_reject(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){







public void merge_reject(long src){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){







public void array_update(long id, NodeArray na){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(



























































/* End Protocol Function Handlers */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* Tree Update Functions */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
public void key_array(NodeArray n, long id){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
java.util.Vector v = ARRAY.getVector();
long last = ((Node)(v.elementAt(v.size()-1))).id();
if(



















(NODE_STATE == State.JOINING && PROTO_STATE == State.JOIN_CLIENT_PENDING) ||























































// Each node in the tree generates a public key through a diffie-hellman exchange.
public BigInteger PUBLIC_KEY;
public Node(){














int length = bb.getInt();
byte[] shareval = new byte[length];
bb.get(shareval);
PUBLIC_KEY = new BigInteger(shareval);
}
public byte[] getBytes(){
java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(sizeInBytes());








byte[] a = PUBLIC_KEY.toByteArray();
out.putInt(a.length);
out.put(a);












return (ID == -1)?true:false;
}




String s = new Long(ID).toString();
return s.substring(((s.length()-7)>=0)?(s.length()-7):0, s.length());
}
// 1 byte intermediate flag
// Possible 8 byte ID
// 16/17 byte public key
public int sizeInBytes(){
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int pkl = PUBLIC_KEY.toByteArray().length;












Class <code>Reactor</code> is the main powerhouse for non-blocking UDP
datagram broadcasts. It follows a traditional "Reactor" software pattern
and uses a thread pool to handle the influx of events triggering actions.
*/
public class Reactor implements Runnable{
/** The port where this <code>Reactor</code> will run.*/
private static int PORT;
/** The network Maximum Transmission Unit used in this <code>Reactor</code>.*/
public static int MTU;
public static long ID;
/** The <code>DatagramChannel</code> used as a transport mechanism.*/
private static DatagramChannel CHANNEL;
private boolean JUMPSTART;
public static int MAX_NODES;
/**
A </code>Selector</code> used to manage the I/O status of <code>SelectionKeys</code>




/** The <code>SelectionKey</code> used for secure group communication I/O bookeeping data. */
private SelectionKey KEY;
public static Reader READER;
public static MessageProcessor PROCESSOR;
public static Node NODE;
private long accumulated;
public static int DEBUG = 5;
public void setDebugLevel(int level){
DEBUG = level;
}
/** Constructs a new <code>Reactor</code> on port 12333 with a default MTU of 512 bytes. */
public Reactor(){
this(12333, 512, false, 100);
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}/**
Constructs a new <code>Reactor</code> on the specified port with a default MTU of 512 bytes.
@param port The port to bind the <code>Reactor</code>’s <code>DatagramChannel</code> on.
*/
public Reactor(int port){
this(port, 512, false, 100);
}
/**
Constructs a new <code>Reactor</code> on the specified port and MTU.
@param port The port to bind the <code>Reactor</code>’s <code>DatagramChannel</code> on.
@param mtu The Maximum Transmission Unit used on the underlying network media.
*/
public Reactor (int port, int mtu){
this(port, mtu, false, 100);
}












Runs this <code>Reactor</code>. First, all channels are initialized to be non-blocking,
























// Otherwise wait for the jumpstart message to propogate to us...










Initializes this <code>Reactor</code>. Channels and selectors are opened and configured for





// This line allows for many instances of this




/* Bind to the broadcast address on the given port */
CHANNEL.socket().bind(new InetSocketAddress("0.0.0.0", PORT));
SELECTOR = Selector.open();
KEY = CHANNEL.register(SELECTOR, SelectionKey.OP_READ);
/* Create the message processor using out arguments */
READER = new Reader(KEY);
PROCESSOR = new MessageProcessor(MTU, JUMPSTART, KEY, NODE);
// If we are to not to be jumpstarted,
}
catch(Exception e){






The main poll loop. The native hardware of the system is polled to see
if any I/O bound for this <code>Reactor</code> is ready. If so, a set
of <code>SelectionKey</code>s are returned and iterated through, processing









































java.util.Set readyKeys = SELECTOR.selectedKeys();
java.util.Iterator it = readyKeys.iterator();
while(it.hasNext()){
SelectionKey sk = (SelectionKey)it.next();
if(sk != null){
Object o = sk.attachment();







public static void write(byte[] message, long destination){
/* Later this needs to be passed to an encoder for breaking into chunks */





int wrote = 0;
try{
while(out.position() < out.capacity()-1){
















public class Reader implements Runnable{











SocketAddress a = ((java.nio.channels.DatagramChannel)(KEY.channel())).receive(BUFFER);
BUFFER.position(0);
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(Reactor.PROCESSOR.NODE_STATE == State.JOINING && Reactor.PROCESSOR.PROTO_STATE == State.CALM)
){





(Reactor.PROCESSOR.NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S && Reactor.PROCESSOR.PROTO_STATE == State.CALM)
){

























public static final char INIT_ONLY = 0x0001;
public static final char JOINING = 0x0002;
public static final char JOINED_N_G_S = 0x0003;
public static final char JOINED_G_S = 0x0004;
/* Protocol States...*/
/* The Join States ... */
public static final char JOIN_SERVER = 0x0010;
public static final char JOIN_CLIENT = 0x0011;
public static final char JOIN_SERVER_CONFIRMED = 0x0012;
public static final char JOIN_SERVER_PENDING = 0x0013;
public static final char JOIN_CLIENT_PENDING = 0x0014;
/* The Merge States */
public static final char MERGE_SERVER = 0x0020;
public static final char MERGE_CLIENT = 0x0021;
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public static final char MERGE_SERVER_CONFIRMED = 0x0022;
public static final char MERGE_SERVER_PENDING = 0x0023;
public static final char MERGE_CLIENT_PENDING = 0x0024;
/* States relevant during key update */
public static final char AWAITING_KEY_ARRAY= 0x0031;
public static final char REQUESTING_TREE = 0x0032;
public static final char UPDATING_KEY = 0x0033;
/* The Calm State...*/







public static void main(String[] args){
NodeArray STRUCT = new NodeArray();
try{
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(System.in));
while(true){
System.out.print("\nNodeArray >> ");
String command = br.readLine();
String[] operands = command.split("\\s");
if(operands.length == 0){
operands = new String[1];
operands[0] = "";
}
final String operator = operands[0].toLowerCase();
if(operator.indexOf("add") >= 0 ){
if(
operands.length < 2 ||
!java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("[0-9]+", operands[1])
){




int nrToAdd = Integer.parseInt(operands[1]);
for(int i = 0; i < nrToAdd; i++){
long rand = (long)(Math.random()*1000000000.0);






else if(operator.indexOf("rem") >= 0){
if(
operands.length < 2 ||
!java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("[0-9]+", operands[1])
){




long rem = Integer.parseInt(operands[1]);
boolean gone = false;
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for(int i = 0; i < STRUCT.size(); i++){
Node n = (Node)(STRUCT.getVector().elementAt(i));










else if(operator.indexOf("merge") >= 0){
if(
operands.length < 2 ||
!java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("[0-9]+", operands[1])
){




int nrToAdd = Integer.parseInt(operands[1]);
NodeArray na = new NodeArray();
for(int i = 0; i < nrToAdd; i++){
long rand = (long)(Math.random()*1000000000.0);







else if(operator.indexOf("part") >= 0){
}






















NODES = new Vector();
int count = 0;
java.nio.ByteBuffer bb = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(nodes.length);
bb.put(nodes);
bb.position(0);
while (bb.position() < bb.limit()){
int len = bb.getInt();
byte[] node = new byte[len];
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bb.get(node);



















// Functions as Vector.removeAll();














String retval = "";
synchronized(NODES){
int a = NODES.size();
if(a == 0){
retval = "Empty Set";
}
else{
retval += "[ ";
for(int i = 0; i < a; i++){
String id = new Long(((Node)NODES.elementAt(i)).id()).toString();
retval +=id;
if(i != (a-1)){
retval +=(" | ");
}
}











java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(Reactor.MTU);
int count = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < NODES.size(); i++){











public int indexOf(long id){
int index = -1;
for(int i = 0; i < NODES.size(); i++){


































/* Decode a message */
long src = MESSAGE.getLong();
long dest = MESSAGE.getLong();
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if(src != Reactor.ID && (dest == Message_OPC.BROADCAST || dest == Reactor.ID )){













byte[] rest = new byte[Reactor.NODE.sizeInBytes()];
MESSAGE.get(rest);











int plen = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] p = new byte[plen];
MESSAGE.get(p);
java.math.BigInteger prime = new java.math.BigInteger(p);
int glen = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] g = new byte[glen];
MESSAGE.get(g);
java.math.BigInteger generator = new java.math.BigInteger(g);






int length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] tree = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(tree);








byte[] pa = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(pa);
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prime = new java.math.BigInteger(pa);
length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte [] ga = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(ga);
generator = new java.math.BigInteger(ga);
length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] pka = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(pka);
java.math.BigInteger public_key = new java.math.BigInteger(pka);




byte[] pubk = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(pubk);
int position = MESSAGE.getInt();
Tree tr = null;
length = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] tre = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(tre);
tr = new Tree(tre);






long newS = MESSAGE.getLong();
int len = MESSAGE.getInt();
byte[] a4 = new byte[len];
MESSAGE.get(a4);










tree = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(tree);
Reactor.PROCESSOR.tree_update(new Tree(tree), src, source);
}
catch(Exception e){
if (e instanceof java.nio.BufferUnderflowException){
System.out.println("Needed:"+length+"\nAvailable:"+(MESSAGE.limit()-MESSAGE.position()));
System.out.println("Network MTU Exceeded By Group Structure Transmission!\n"+











tree = new byte[length];
MESSAGE.get(tree);
Reactor.PROCESSOR.key_tree(new Tree(tree), src, source);
}
catch(Exception e){
if (e instanceof java.nio.BufferUnderflowException){
System.out.println("Needed:"+length+"\nAvailable:"+(MESSAGE.limit()-MESSAGE.position()));
System.out.println("Network MTU Exceeded By Group Structure Transmission!\n"+












This code is Copyright Kieran S. Hagzan. NO unauthorized duplication without permission.
*/
/**
The main executable class for Kieran S. Hagzan’s master’s thesis work at R.I.T. .
This class parses command-line arguments, checks their validity, creates a new




A newly created <code>Reactor</code> to be run.
*/
private final Reactor REACTOR;
/**
Creates a new <code>Reactor</code> on the given port
using the specified network MTU.
@param port The port to bind the <code>Reactor</code> on, (1024 <= port <= 65535).
@param mtu The Maximum Transmission Unit of the <code>Reactor</code> (1 <= mtu <= 65535).
*/
private Device(int port, int mtu, boolean jumpstart, int maxNodes){





The main method invoked by the VM at program call.
@param args The command-line arguments passed to this class.
*/






// Bomb out if the user cannot type "--help"
if (args.length > 4)exitWithUsage();
// grab the outermost argument - the jumpstart mode if present











String s = args[2];



































// Let them know what they have done....
// System.out.println("Initializing on port "+port+" using MTU of "+mtu+
// (jumpstart?" with":" without")+" jumpstart mode...");
new Device(port, mtu, jumpstart, max);
}
/**
Displays proper usage of this class.
*/
private static void exitWithUsage(){
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System.out.println("\nUsage:\n------\n"+
"\t\"java Device --help\" will display this screen\n"+
"\t\"java Device <port> <mtu> <jumpstart> \"\n\nWhere:\n------\n"+
"<port> - is an optionally specified number between 1024 and 65535 (defaults to 12333)\n"+
"<mtu> - is an optionally specified number between 33 and 65535 (defaults to 512)\n"+



















// Constructor for bob...
public DiffieHellmanExchange(
long alice, long bob, BigInteger prime, BigInteger generator,







if (Reactor.DEBUG >= 3){
System.out.println("Diffie-Hellman:[Initiated:]"+alice+" and "+bob+" with p.k.:"+alices_public_key);
}
Random rand = new Random();
x = share;
// And public key....
public_key_alice = alices_public_key;
public_key_bob = g.modPow(x,p);







// TODO, attach our key of tree’s rooted at our responsibilitie’s node...




// Bob’s public key
byte[] pua = public_key_bob.toByteArray();
out.putInt(pua.length);
out.put(pua);
// An integer representing the node where the tree is located, if needed
Tree t = new Tree(subtree);




pua = new byte[out.position()];
out.position(0);
out.get(pua);
Reactor.write(pua, alice, new InetSocketAddress("255.255.255.255", Reactor.PORT));
}
// The final exchange to alice
public void finishExchange(long bob, BigInteger bobs_public_key){
public_key_bob = bobs_public_key;
if(Reactor.DEBUG>=3)
System.out.println("Finishing Exchange with "+bob);








// Constructor for alice
public DiffieHellmanExchange(long alice, long bob, BigInteger prime, BigInteger generator, BigInteger share){
if (Reactor.DEBUG >= 3){




Random rand = new Random();




// And public key....
public_key_alice = generator.modPow(x,prime);
ByteBuffer bb = ByteBuffer.allocate(Reactor.MTU);
bb.putChar(Message_OPC.DH_STAGE_1);
byte[] po = prime.toByteArray();
byte[] go = generator.toByteArray();








byte[] out = new byte[bb.position()];
bb.position(0);
bb.get(out);







public class Discoverer implements Runnable{











ByteBuffer bb = ByteBuffer.allocate(2);
bb.putChar(Message_OPC.JOIN_REQUEST);
bb.position(0);
byte[] a = new byte[bb.limit()];
bb.get(a);







This code is Copyright Kieran S. Hagzan. NO unauthorized duplication without permission.
*/
public class Jumpstarter{
public static void main(String[] args){
boolean local;



















outA = new java.net.InetSocketAddress("localhost", 12333);
}
else{
















public class Merger implements Runnable{















byte[] a = new byte[bb.limit()];
bb.get(a);








This code is Copyright Kieran S. Hagzan. NO unauthorized duplication without permission.
*/
public class Message_OPC{
public static final long BROADCAST = 0xffffffffffffffffl;
public static final char JUMPSTART =0xffff;
public static final char JOIN_REQUEST =0x0001;
public static final char JOIN_RESPONSE =0x0002;
public static final char JOIN_CONFIRM =0x0003;
public static final char JOIN_REJECT =0x0004;
public static final char T_COMMIT =0x0005;
public static final char T_STRUCTURE = 0x0006;
public static final char MERGE_REQUEST = 0x0007;
public static final char MERGE_RESPONSE = 0x0008;
public static final char MERGE_CONFIRM =0x0009;
public static final char MERGE_REJECT =0x000a;
public static final char SPONSOR_SWITCH =0x000b;
public static final char DH_STAGE_1 = 0x000c;
public static final char DH_STAGE_2 = 0x000d;
public static final char KEY_UPDATE = 0x000e;
public static final char DH_WAIT = 0x000f;












private final int MTU;
public boolean JUMPSTART;
private final SelectionKey KEY;



























long lastMeaningful = 0;
long TIMEOUT = 2000;
public MessageProcessor(int mtu, boolean jumpstart, SelectionKey key, Node node){
IN_EXCHANGE = false;





STATE_LOCK = new Object();































private void allocate(int size){
BUFFER = ByteBuffer.allocate(size);
}
public void writeMessage(ByteBuffer b, long dest, InetSocketAddress recipient){



















Computes the currently known key from the current tree recursively...
*/
private void computeKey (BigInteger share, int index){



















BigInteger publicKey = ((Node)TREE.NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(sibling)).PUBLIC_KEY;




private int getMyFinalPosition(int index){







/* ------------------------------ Message Reaction Functions ----------------------------- */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* Functions to deal with key agreement */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/**
Causes all "non-global-sponsor" nodes to initiate the "appropriate" action in response
to a "KEY_UPDATE" request. i.e., if nodes have an even index in their tree positions,
they must initiate a Diffie-Hellman key exchange with their partners. Otherwise,
they sit and wait for a request.
*/
public void keyUpdate(long src, BigInteger p, BigInteger g, InetSocketAddress source){
START_TIME = System.currentTimeMillis();
// Refresh our own share....




MY_PRIVATE = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
// Initially, the private key is our share
CURRENT_PRIVATE = MY_PRIVATE;
if(TREE.indexOf(Reactor.ID) % 2 == 0){
















Initialize a Diffie-Hellman key exchange at the current point in the tree,
with the current key, prime, and personal share. If the node at which this










// Initialize a diffie-hellman exchange with the partner...
// I am alice....
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Message handler for the request of a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. From a cryptographic
perspective, this indicates that this node is "Bob," or the non-initiating party...
*/
public void diffieHellmanStageOne(long src, BigInteger p, BigInteger g, BigInteger pk,InetSocketAddress source){
// If I am in an update, we must tell this person to wait...
if(src != CURRENT_PARTNER_ID){






// I am bob.....
// Now, We REALLY represent the left child of the parent of our current position
int position = getMyFinalPosition(TREE.indexOf(Reactor.ID));
java.util.Vector v = new java.util.Vector();
TREE.collectAll(v, 0, position);





Message handler indicating that the current Diffie-Hellman Key exchange is to be
posponed for a breif period until "lesser" nodes in the tree have stabilized.
*/
public void dh_wait(long src, InetSocketAddress source){
if(src == CURRENT_PARTNER_ID){
try{Thread.sleep(1000);}catch(Exception e){e.printStackTrace();}










// WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING //
// -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- //
// The "position" parameter is broken!!! Rely on CURRENT_PARTNER to determine where //
// subtrees are appended!!! //
public void diffieHellmanStageTwo(long src, BigInteger pk, Tree t, int position, InetSocketAddress source ){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(src == CURRENT_PARTNER_ID){
// I am alice.....
CURRENT_EXCHANGE.finishExchange(src, pk);
// I was the initiator of this exchange, therefore, I was even.
// move up a notch
//System.exit(-1);
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TREE.addSubtree(t.NODE_ARRAY, TREE.NODE_ARRAY, 0, CURRENT_PARTNER);
int left = CURRENT_PARTNER;
long left_id = ((Node)TREE.NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(left)).id();
BigInteger left_pk = CURRENT_EXCHANGE.public_key_bob;




int right = TREE.rightChildOf(TREE.parentOf(CURRENT_PARTNER));
long right_id = ((Node)TREE.NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(right)).id();
BigInteger right_pk = CURRENT_EXCHANGE.public_key_alice;




// If the parent of our partner is the root node, we can broadcast the key
// tree
if(TREE.parentOf(CURRENT_PARTNER) == 0){






writeMessage(BUFFER, Message_OPC.BROADCAST, new InetSocketAddress("255.255.255.255", Reactor.PORT));
ELAPSED = (double)(System.currentTimeMillis() - START_TIME);










// If we are at an even index, prepare for an exchange with the proper lefthand party
else{











/* End key agreement */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */




if (Reactor.DEBUG >= 3)
System.out.println("Updating sponsor to:"+TREE.getSponsor(0));
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// Literally do the switch......
lastMeaningful = System.currentTimeMillis();
long sponsor = TREE.getSponsor(0);
SPONSOR_ID = sponsor;
// Make a conceptual switch of necessary....
if (NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S && sponsor != Reactor.ID){





else if(NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S && sponsor == Reactor.ID){





// Take the appropriate action
if (NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S){
PROTO_STATE = State.UPDATING_KEY;
if (Reactor.DEBUG >= 3)
System.out.println("Sponsor Update Complete -> Sponsor!");
// Reset the public values, p, g, and our share...
CURRENT_P = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
CURRENT_G = new BigInteger(CURRENT_P.bitLength(), GENERATOR);
MY_PRIVATE = new BigInteger(128, 100, GENERATOR);
// Initially, the private key is our share
CURRENT_PRIVATE = MY_PRIVATE;
// Set out current responsibility to be our sibling
CURRENT_PARTNER = TREE.leftChildOf(TREE.parentOf(TREE.indexOf(Reactor.ID)));
CURRENT_PARTNER_ID = ((Node)(TREE.NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(CURRENT_PARTNER))).id();
// Broadcast the update request...
allocate(Reactor.MTU);
byte[] pa = CURRENT_P.toByteArray();












if (Reactor.DEBUG >= 3)





public void sponsor_switch(long src, long newS, Tree t, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){











/* End global sponsor */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */





































public void join_request(long src, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(




















public void merge_request(long src, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(





















public void join_response(long src, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(





























public void merge_response(long src, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(









// Insert the tree, not just the node this time.....




















public void join_confirm(Node n, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(




printDebug("Join Confirm -> ", n.id());
byte[] a = TREE.getBytes();























public void merge_confirm(long src, Tree t, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(







// Grab the tree transmitted to us and
// add it to our own...
TEMP_TREE = new Tree(TREE.getBytes());
TEMP_TREE.merge(t.NODE_ARRAY);




















public void join_reject(long src, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(src == LAST_SOURCE && NODE_STATE < 3){






public void merge_reject(long src, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){









public void tree_update(Tree t, long id, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(










printDebug("Joining Tree Update ->",id);
lastMeaningful = System.currentTimeMillis();
}









printDebug("Plain Tree Update ->",id);
lastMeaningful = System.currentTimeMillis();
}




else if (NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S && PROTO_STATE == State.MERGE_CLIENT){
if(id == LAST_SOURCE){
TEMP_TREE = t;
// Inform our tree of the new temporary tree and leave...
if(Reactor.DEBUG >= 2){
}






writeMessage(BUFFER, Message_OPC.BROADCAST, new InetSocketAddress("255.255.255.255", Reactor.PORT));



















/* End Protocol Function Handlers */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
/* Tree Update Functions */
/* *************************************************************************************** */
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public void key_tree(Tree t, long id, InetSocketAddress source){
synchronized(STATE_LOCK){
if(




ELAPSED = (double)(System.currentTimeMillis() - START_TIME);











(NODE_STATE == State.JOINING && PROTO_STATE == State.JOIN_CLIENT_PENDING) ||














printDebug("Pushing Commit from ",id);
allocate(2);
BUFFER.putChar(Message_OPC.T_COMMIT);
















else if (NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_N_G_S){
TREE = TEMP_TREE;






















// Each node in the tree generates a public key through a diffie-hellman exchange.
public BigInteger PUBLIC_KEY;
public Node(){













int length = bb.getInt();
byte[] shareval = new byte[length];
bb.get(shareval);
PUBLIC_KEY = new BigInteger(shareval);
}
public byte[] getBytes(){
java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(sizeInBytes());








byte[] a = PUBLIC_KEY.toByteArray();
out.putInt(a.length);
out.put(a);













return (ID == -1)?true:false;
}




String s = new Long(ID).toString();
return s.substring(((s.length()-7)>=0)?(s.length()-7):0, s.length());
}
// 1 byte intermediate flag
// Possible 8 byte ID
// 16/17 byte public key
public int sizeInBytes(){
int pkl = PUBLIC_KEY.toByteArray().length;












Class <code>Reactor</code> is the main powerhouse for non-blocking UDP
datagram broadcasts. It follows a traditional "Reactor" software pattern
and uses a thread pool to handle the influx of events triggering actions.
*/
public class Reactor implements Runnable{
/** The port where this <code>Reactor</code> will run.*/
public static int PORT;
/** The network Maximum Transmission Unit used in this <code>Reactor</code>.*/
public static int MTU;
public static long ID;
/** The <code>DatagramChannel</code> used as a transport mechanism.*/
private static DatagramChannel CHANNEL;
private boolean JUMPSTART;
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public static int MAX_NODES;
/**
A </code>Selector</code> used to manage the I/O status of <code>SelectionKeys</code>




/** The <code>SelectionKey</code> used for secure group communication I/O bookeeping data. */
private SelectionKey KEY;
public static Reader READER;
public static MessageProcessor PROCESSOR;
public static Node NODE;
private long accumulated;
public static int DEBUG = 5;
public void setDebugLevel(int level){
DEBUG = level;
}
/** Constructs a new <code>Reactor</code> on port 12333 with a default MTU of 512 bytes. */
public Reactor(){
this(12333, 512, false, 100);
}
/**
Constructs a new <code>Reactor</code> on the specified port with a default MTU of 512 bytes.
@param port The port to bind the <code>Reactor</code>’s <code>DatagramChannel</code> on.
*/
public Reactor(int port){
this(port, 512, false, 100);
}
/**
Constructs a new <code>Reactor</code> on the specified port and MTU.
@param port The port to bind the <code>Reactor</code>’s <code>DatagramChannel</code> on.
@param mtu The Maximum Transmission Unit used on the underlying network media.
*/
public Reactor (int port, int mtu){
this(port, mtu, false, 100);
}












Runs this <code>Reactor</code>. First, all channels are initialized to be non-blocking,

























// Otherwise wait for the jumpstart message to propogate to us...









Initializes this <code>Reactor</code>. Channels and selectors are opened and configured for





// This line allows for many instances of this




/* Bind to the broadcast address on the given port */
CHANNEL.socket().bind(new InetSocketAddress("0.0.0.0", PORT));
SELECTOR = Selector.open();
KEY = CHANNEL.register(SELECTOR, SelectionKey.OP_READ);
/* Create the message processor using out arguments */
READER = new Reader(KEY);
PROCESSOR = new MessageProcessor(MTU, JUMPSTART, KEY, NODE);
// If we are to not to be jumpstarted,
}
catch(Exception e){






The main poll loop. The native hardware of the system is polled to see
if any I/O bound for this <code>Reactor</code> is ready. If so, a set
of <code>SelectionKey</code>s are returned and iterated through, processing









































java.util.Set readyKeys = SELECTOR.selectedKeys();
java.util.Iterator it = readyKeys.iterator();
while(it.hasNext()){
SelectionKey sk = (SelectionKey)it.next();
if(sk != null){
Object o = sk.attachment();







public static void write(byte[] message, long destination, InetSocketAddress recipient){
/* Later this needs to be passed to an encoder for breaking into chunks */

























public class Reader implements Runnable{











SocketAddress a = ((java.nio.channels.DatagramChannel)(KEY.channel())).receive(BUFFER);
BUFFER.position(0);
// Either there is something here, useability undetermined...
if(a != null){
new Decoder(KEY, BUFFER, (java.net.InetSocketAddress)a).run();
}
else if(
(Reactor.PROCESSOR.NODE_STATE == State.JOINING && Reactor.PROCESSOR.PROTO_STATE == State.CALM)
){





(Reactor.PROCESSOR.NODE_STATE == State.JOINED_G_S && Reactor.PROCESSOR.PROTO_STATE == State.CALM)
){


























public static final char INIT_ONLY = 0x0001;
public static final char JOINING = 0x0002;
public static final char JOINED_N_G_S = 0x0003;
public static final char JOINED_G_S = 0x0004;
/* Protocol States...*/
/* The Join States ... */
public static final char JOIN_SERVER = 0x0010;
public static final char JOIN_CLIENT = 0x0011;
public static final char JOIN_SERVER_CONFIRMED = 0x0012;
public static final char JOIN_SERVER_PENDING = 0x0013;
public static final char JOIN_CLIENT_PENDING = 0x0014;
/* The Merge States */
public static final char MERGE_SERVER = 0x0020;
public static final char MERGE_CLIENT = 0x0021;
public static final char MERGE_SERVER_CONFIRMED = 0x0022;
public static final char MERGE_SERVER_PENDING = 0x0023;
public static final char MERGE_CLIENT_PENDING = 0x0024;
/* States relevant during key update */
public static final char AWAITING_KEY_TREE= 0x0031;
public static final char REQUESTING_TREE = 0x0032;
public static final char UPDATING_KEY = 0x0033;
/* The Calm State...*/









This class represents a fully-binary tree as specified by Kim, Perrig, and Tsudik in
<i>Tree-Based Group Key Agreement</i>. Nodes have either 2 or no children exactly,
and are member nodes if they have no children. The tree is stored in an array, with
the rules for node <i>n</i>:<br><br>parent nodes are at indices <i>(n-1)/2</i><br>right and left children
are at <i>(2n)+1</i> and <i>2(n + 1)</i> respectively<br>"trim points" are at non-zero
indexed nodes satisfying the property <i>2^(depth(n)-1)+2</i><br>The tree is fully balanced









A string-representation of the tree, for the printSideways method.
DO NOT USE!!!
*/
private String TREE_STR = "";
/**
Creates a new, empty tree.
*/
public Tree(){






int count = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < NODE_ARRAY.size(); i++){
Node n = ((Node)NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(i));






public static void main(String[] args){
java.io.BufferedReader br = new java.io.BufferedReader(new java.io.InputStreamReader(System.in));
Tree t = new Tree();
while(true){
System.out.print(">>> ");





java.util.StringTokenizer tok = new java.util.StringTokenizer(s);
String directive = tok.nextToken();
int op = 0;
if(directive.indexOf("quit") >= 0){System.exit(1);}
else if(directive.indexOf("rem") >= 0){
op = 1;
}
else if(directive.indexOf("add") >= 0){
op = 2;
}




final int opc = op;
String quant = tok.nextToken();
int quantity = Integer.parseInt(quant);
switch(opc){
case 3:





for(int i = 0; i < quantity; i++){



















int length = 0;
java.nio.ByteBuffer out = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(Reactor.MTU);
for(int i = 0; i < NODE_ARRAY.size(); i++){



















java.nio.ByteBuffer in = java.nio.ByteBuffer.allocate(src.length);
in.put(src);
in.position(0);
Vector v = new Vector();
while(in.position() < in.limit()){
byte nul = in.get();
if(nul != (byte)-1){
// Construct the node as it was destructed to accomodate
// The space saving hack....
Node n;
if(in.get() == (byte)-1){
n = new Node();
n.id(-1);
int len = in.getInt();
byte[] pk = new byte[len];
in.get(pk);




n = new Node();
long id = in.getLong();
n.id(id);
int len = in.getInt();
byte[] pk = new byte[len];
in.get(pk);













/* Functions exploiting the mathematical properties of array-based trees.*/
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------- */
public int indexOf(long id){
for(int i = NODE_ARRAY.size()-1; i >=0; i--){
Node n = (Node)NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(i);
if(n != null){







public long getSponsor(int index){
int rightChild = rightChildOf(index);
int leftChild = leftChildOf(index);
if(NODE_ARRAY.size() > rightChild && NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(rightChild) != null){
return getSponsor(rightChild);
}








Returns the current depth of the tree.






Returns the current depth of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@return The current depth of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
private int depth(int index){return (int)(Math.ceil((Math.log(index+2)/Math.log(2))-1));}
/**
Returns the left child index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@return The left child index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
public int leftChildOf(int index){return (2*index)+1;}
/**
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Returns the right child index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@return The right child index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
public int rightChildOf(int index){return 2*(index+1);}
/**
Returns the parent index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@return The parent index of the specified index in the vector holding the tree.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
public int parentOf(int index){




Returns the point at which a current computation involving promotion and rearrangemet
to an odd-index valued node should trim the subtree to rearrange.
@return The point at which a current computation involving promotion and rearrangemet
to an odd-index valued node should trim the subtree to rearrange.
@param index The index of the node to compute on.
*/
private int trimPoint(int insert){
int retval = insert;
// Ahh a beautiful mathematical property fulfilled again....
// Keep iterating through "lineage" (parent() method) until
// the index of that parent satisfies the following equation,
// representative of the fact that we at a node in the "rightmost"
// branch from the root.





public Vector collect(Vector src, Vector dest, int index){
if(index > src.size()-1)return dest;
if(src.elementAt(index) instanceof Node){





dest = collect(src, dest, leftChildOf(index));
dest = collect(src, dest, rightChildOf(index));
return dest;
}
public Vector collectAll(Vector dest, int destIndex, int position){
// Insert this node (It must be there if we got here...
Object o = NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(position);
addNode(((o==null)?null:o), dest, destIndex);
// Collect the left children if they exist...
if(leftChildOf(position) < NODE_ARRAY.size()){
dest = collectAll(dest, leftChildOf(destIndex), leftChildOf(position));
}
// Collect the right children if they exist...
if(rightChildOf(position) < NODE_ARRAY.size()){





/* Bulk Add Function */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------- */
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public boolean merge(Vector tree){
boolean retval = false;
synchronized(NODE_ARRAY){
Vector temp = new Vector();
temp = collect(tree, temp, 0);








/* Bulk Remove Function */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------- */
public boolean partition(int index){
boolean retval = false;
synchronized(NODE_ARRAY){
Vector temp = new Vector();
temp = collect(NODE_ARRAY, temp, index);








/* Functions to Add to the Tree */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/**
Adds the specified node to the specified index in the specified vector.
Room is made in the Vector if it is not big enough to hold the added
element.
@param o The object to add to this tree.
@param v The vector holding the tree.
@param index The index in the vector of the node to add to the tree.
*/





Appends a subtree of the source tree to the destination tree at the given indices
by calling itself recursively.
@param src A vector containing the source subtree.
@param dest A vector containing the destination subtree.
@param srcIndex The index in the source vector of the root of the subtree to add.
@param destIndex The index in the destination where the root of the added subtree
should be appended.
*/




addSubtree(src, dest, leftChildOf(srcIndex), leftChildOf(destIndex));




"Kills," or nullifies elements in the tree contained in the specified vector
beginning at the specified index recursively.
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@param src The source vector holding the tree.
@param index The index in the vector of the root of the subtree to nullify.
*/
private void killSubtree(Vector src, int index){








Breadth-first leftmost search for this tree to determine optimal insertion point.
*/
private int lowest(int index){
if(index >= NODE_ARRAY.size())return Integer.MAX_VALUE;
else if(NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(index) == null)return index;
else{
int left = lowest(leftChildOf(index));
int right = lowest(rightChildOf(index));




Adds an object to this tree according to the protocol specified by
Kim, Perrig, and Tsudik. The tree is maintained to be fully binary,
such that all nodes have either zero (member nodes) or two (intermediary nodes)
children.
@param o The object to add, can be null for testing purposes.
*/
public void add(Node o){
// Lock the NODE_ARRAY structure against remove...
synchronized(NODE_ARRAY){
o.intermediary(false);
// Prepare a new intermediary node, it is most likely needed...
Node inter = new Node();
inter.intermediary(true);
int lowest = lowest(0);
// If the tree array was full, we need to insert at the next available
// array slot...
if(lowest == Integer.MAX_VALUE)lowest = NODE_ARRAY.size();




// Else, determine if the depth of the tree is to be increased,
// if so, insert at the root...we know this when the tree is fully
// balanced, or the following equation holds...
else if(// The index must be one the edge
lowest == ((int)Math.pow(2, depth(lowest)))-1 &&
//and greater than the current size
lowest > NODE_ARRAY.size()-1
){
Vector temp = new Vector();
temp.add(0, inter);




// If the depth is not to be increased, but we need to add another leaf,
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// then we need to promote and rearrange
else{
// Create a new temporary tree...
Vector temp = (Vector)NODE_ARRAY.clone();
// If the point of insertion’s parent is even indexed,
// Simply make this node a right-sibling of it and replace
// it’s former location with an intermediate
if(parentOf(lowest)%2 == 0){





// Otherwise we have to move the first "outermost" subtree
// to a new intermediary nodes left child, and
// insert this node at the intermediary’s right sibling
else{
if(lowest > NODE_ARRAY.size()-1){
// This is the point to insert at, see method trimPoint();
int tp = trimPoint(lowest);
int untrim = leftChildOf(tp);
int insertPoint = rightChildOf(tp);
killSubtree(temp, tp);
addNode(inter, temp, tp);




if(lowest < NODE_ARRAY.size() -1 && NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(lowest) == null){
// Replace parent with new intermediary and make parent sibling of added node
Node n = new Node();
n.intermediary(true);












/* Functions to Remove from the Tree */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/**
Removes the leaf node at the specified index.
*/
public boolean remove(long id){
// Lock the NODE_ARRAY structure against add...
synchronized(NODE_ARRAY){
for(int index = NODE_ARRAY.size()-1; index >=0; index--){
Node n = (Node)NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(index);
if(n != null && n.id() == id){
Vector temp = null;
NODE_ARRAY.set(index, null);
// Promote this node’s parent up one level...
// If this node’s parent was root, root’s other child is now root
if(parentOf(index) == 0){
temp = new Vector();
if(leftChildOf(0) == index){










// Make new Clone of the Tree...
temp = (Vector)NODE_ARRAY.clone();
int grandparent = parentOf(parentOf(index));
// Kill the tree at the grandparent...
killSubtree(temp, grandparent);
// Add The subtree from this node’s parent to the grandparent...
addSubtree(NODE_ARRAY, temp, parentOf(index), grandparent);
// Determine if the parent of this node was the left child of the grndparent
boolean parentLeftChild = (parentOf(index) == leftChildOf(grandparent));
boolean thisLeftChild = (index == leftChildOf(parentOf(index)));
if(parentLeftChild){
if(thisLeftChild){
addSubtree(NODE_ARRAY, temp, rightChildOf(grandparent), leftChildOf(grandparent));
}
else{





addSubtree(NODE_ARRAY, temp, leftChildOf(grandparent), leftChildOf(grandparent));
}
else{












/* Functions to ASCII-print the Tree. */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/**
Returns a copy of this tree as a human-readable String.
@return A copy of this tree as a human-readable String.
*/
public String toString(){
String retval = "";
retval += "Array View:\n-----------\n|";
for(int i = 0; i < NODE_ARRAY.size(); i++){
Object o = NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(i);
String id = ((o==null) ? "X" : ((Node)o).intermediary() ? " I " : ((Node)o).toString());
retval += (id+"|");
}




Prints the tree in human-readable ascii format.




String retval = "";
retval += ("\n\nTree:\n-----\n");








A recursive method to print the tree rotated 90* counter-clockwise. One more pass
through flip() and the tree is human-readable. These two passes are proven through
graphics theory to be the minimal number of passes needed to accomplish this task.
@param node The node in the tree to begin with during traversal.
@param space The space to use around a particular level’s elements.
@param inc The increment total of spaces to be added around a depth level’s elements per
iteration.
*/
private void printSideways(int node, int inc, int space){
if(node < 0 || node >= NODE_ARRAY.size() || NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(node) == null){return;}
printSideways(rightChildOf(node), inc, space+inc);
for(int i= 0; i < space; i++)
TREE_STR += "_";
Node n = (Node)NODE_ARRAY.elementAt(node);
if(n.intermediary())TREE_STR += "__/X\\__\n";
else{
String s = n.toString();







Converts it’s argument to a String[], of whom all entries
are padded with whitespace to the same length. (I.E., make
Java version of a a C-Style char[][] (character matrix) that
is regular.
@param tree A tree-representation from the print-tree method.
*/
private String[] arrayize(String tree){
StringTokenizer toker = new StringTokenizer(tree, "\n", false);
String [] out = new String[toker.countTokens()];
int count = 0;
int maxLength = -1;
while(toker.hasMoreTokens()){
String s = toker.nextToken();
if(s.length() > maxLength)maxLength = s.length();
out[count++] = s;
}
// Pad to the max length
for(int i = 0; i < out.length; i++){









Flips it’s argument 90* clockwise. The argument must be an array’ized tree
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representation from arrayize() and printTree respectively, or the output
will be goook.
@param tree A String[] from the arrayize method.
*/
private String flip(String[] tree){
String retval = "";
if(tree.length == 0)throw new IllegalArgumentException("Tree size must be greater than zero!");
for(int i = 0; i < tree[0].length(); i+=7){
for(int j = tree.length-1; j >=0; j--){








Returns a "graphically filtered" (ASCII) version of the tree (more readable).
@return A "graphically filtered" (ASCII) version of the tree (more readable).
*/
private String filter(){
String retval = "";
String[] a = this.arrayize(this.flip(this.arrayize(this.printTree())));
for(int i = 0; i < a.length-1; i++){
String current = a[i];
boolean underscore = false;
for(int j = 0; j < current.length(); j+=7){
String chunk = current.substring(j, j+7);
String underchunk = a[i+1].substring(j, j+7);
// The following cases exhaust all possibilities of input passed to us






else if(chunk.equals("_______") && !underscore && underchunk.equals("_______")){
retval += " ";
}











else if (chunk.equals(" ")){
retval += " ";
}
else if ( java.util.regex.Pattern.matches("[0-9]+", chunk) ){
retval += chunk;
}
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